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CHAPTER I 
DTRCilUCTION 
Purpose of the study. - This study is an analysis of the personality!] 
I' 
adjustment of a group of boys and girls in the ninth grade of a IJ 
,, 
Massachusetts junior high school. Specifically, the study is concerned with 
.the identification of the nature of such personality adjustments or mal-
adJustments that may distinguish high (over) and low (under) achieving 
students. 
The purpose of the study is that through an analysis of the personal- ]: 
,, 
ity adjustment or maladJustment of these over and under achieving students, ,, 
I; 
il 
it will be possible to reach certain conclusions that may be of assistance 
in discovering what measures that may be taken to help students to make 
better use of the school environment, of their abilities, and of their 
potentialities. 
Scope of the study. - The study will involve seventy-three students 
in the ninth grade of the Walter Parker Junior High School, located in 
Reading, Massachusetts. These students were selected from a class of one-
hundred seventy-nine students by means of a quintile classification of the 
grade, based on a comparison of general ability with achievement. Of this 
study-group of selected students, thirty-five students are described as 
being high or over achievers and thirty-eight students as being low or 
under achievers. 
The California Test of Personality, Intermediate Series, Form A, the 
-1-
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2 
Kooney Problem Check List, FOl'lll J and the Health Information Record will be' 
administered to the seventy-three students involved in the study. 
Justification of the study ..... Fundamental to any educational program 
1 
is an understanding of the student and his environment by the teacher and 
the school. <::nee the teacher learns more about his students, he can do 
mch by realizing that failure to read extensively is no indication of 
i indifference, that drowsiness in class is no sign of discourtesy. Rivlin [ tells us that: 
• ••• the school cannot exert its fullest influence on adolescent 
development if it draws a sharp line of cleavage between what a 
student does during the school ~ and the kind of life he has the 
rest of the time. His experiences help shape the kind of person he 
is and the kind of person he is helps determine the way in llhich he 
participates in his experiences at school.• !/ 
Rivlin goes on to state that: 
• ••• the student can be aided a great deal by an informed and 
sympathetic teacher who can help him to see his problems from a 
better vantage point and in whose presence he can think of solutions 
that would not otherwise come to mind. n ?J 
The student can be helped immeasurably by the teacher who can see his 
students as an individual and not just as one llho has done very well in· 
his Social Studies tests or as one who has done poorly in English. 
The fact that the school, as a unit of society that directs the 
student •s activities for a great part of his growing life, must recognise 
the student's personality adjustment or maladjustment is brought out in a 
statement by Kvaraceus, when he states that: 
• ••• the school assumes a tremendous responsibility for developing 
desirable behavior in its general and specific aims. It the school is 
to achieve these aims, it must first know and understand the pupil 
~~'-~~~~-~~~~~CC~==--=~=-=~--~-=~"#==== 
3 
his needs, his home background, and past and present experiences. 
Once the pupil and his needs are understood, the school has the 
responsibility of planning a program which fits these needs and which 
allows for the maximum development for individual and social profit. 
This means a continuous survey of pupil needs and, as a consequence, 
a continuous program of curriculum revision ••• • Y 
With the foregoing in mind, it may be stated that the information 
obtained from the study: 
1. May provide information and background for counseling. 
2. May bring into focus, material for Group Guidance classes. 
3. May help teachers to better understand their pupils. 
4. May help teachers to help students to better understand themselves. 
- :o---_---
5. May be an influencing factor in curriculum revision and development. 
Procedure for the study. -- Construct a quintile classification of the 
ninth grade students, comparing standardized intelligence and reading test 
scores, as indicators of general ability, with teacher's grades, as 
indicators of achievement. 
Select those ninth grade students whose achievement quintile is above 
that of their ability quintile •. these students will comprise the group of 
over-achievers. 
Select those ninth grade students whose achievement quintile is below 
that of their ability quintile. These students will comprise the group of 
under-achievers. 
Administer the California Test of Personality, Intermediate Series, 
Form A, the Mooney Problem Check List, Form J, and the Health Information 
Record to the students involved in the study. The high or over and the low 
or under achieving groups will be tested separately} data will be gathered 
fa William c. Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delin~uency and the School, World Book 
ompa.ny, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New !ork, I 45, p. 262. 
' 
-,- __ _:::__---::=--:--::--:-=---~ 
without requiring the students to identify themselves, only indicating 
their age, sex, and class group. 
Score and tabulate the results of these measuring instruments. 
Through a statistical analysis, determine the significant differences 
of the data obtained from the two study-groups that may indicate factors 
that distinguish the students in the over-achieving and under-achieving 
groups. 
. --- J_ 
CHAPT.I!B II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
J.. Definition of Personality 
The problem of definition. -- A stu~ of personality is dependent to 
II 
't-. -----------
• I 
a great extent on iihat. is meant by the term personality. It appears that of' 
all terms used in psychology and education, it is the most variously 
defined. There seems to be no general agreement as to what personality is • 
\[ 
The wide variety of personality definitions seem to fall into two general 
areas, those that look upon personality in terms of the inner, essential 
nature of the individual, and those that define personality in terms of 
outward, observed behavior. 
Allport 1 !/in a stu~ of personality definitions, liaS able to distin-
guish at least fifty different meanings applied to personality. Symonds sf 
points out that part of the difficulty is due to the different ways in 
, which people conceive personality to be constituted, another part, to the 
different emphasis placed on various values such as morals, adjustment, 
' y 
integration, conformity, self-expression, and so forth. McKinnon summa-
rizes Allport's survey of the field of personality by listing five 
) · 1/ Gordon W. illport, Personality: A Pfechological Interpretation, Henry 
• 'll'olt and Company, New fork, 19371 Chap er 1. 
· 2/ Percival M. Symonds, ~osi, Personality and Conduct, The Century 
'O'OIIJP!IlliY, New, York, 19331 ~ter • 
fA\ Y D. w. McKinnon, "The Structure of Personality", Cllapter 1 in Personality 
and the Behavior Disorders, J. MeV. Hunt, editor, Ronald Press, New fork, 
1944, Volume f. 
- 5-
---------- -- ~::. ~;t._ -- --=----------::-::-_-...:~-=o.-:::..: ·• 
I 
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different concepts or areas of definitions of personality. These are as 
follows: 
6 
1. Omnibus or rag-bag definitions consider personality a mere summa-
tion of parts or units ••• a sum-total of innate and acquired 
dispositions and tendencies of the individual ••• 
2. Integrative definitions stress the organization of the factors 
which make up personality ••• personality is the entire mental 
organization of the individual ••• 
3· Hierarchical definitions (like integrative) emphasize the organi-
zation of personality but place special stress upon vertical 
organization ••• a hierarchy of sentiments dominated by one ••• 
4. Definitions which stress adjustment ••• r-personality is made up ofT 
controlling tendencies of adjustment or the individual to his 
environment ••• 
5. Definitions in terms of distinctiveness and uniqueness ••• that is 
the organized system of habits, dispositions that mark off any one 
member of a group as being different from any other members of the 
group ••• Y 
Some examples of the various definitions of personality. -- Symonds 
has two catagories of character and personality. He defines character as 
referring to the: "· •• habits and skills with which one faces life's 
situations, particularly such as are social and have special reference to 
the organization and consistency of conduct • .siSymonds goes on to state 
that: • ••• personality refers to a more complete descriptiom of the con-
stitutional make-up, •• more specifically it refers to the adequacy of per-
sonal adjustments ••• toward environment, personal evaluation, attitudes 
toward reality, sexual relationships, morals and feelings.~ 
Allport in his discussion on the meaning of personality, states that: 
•Just as all organisms take on the form of some species which 
represents a successful mode of survival in the evolutionary struggle, , 
. so to do individuals within the human species attain personality as · 
the form of survival most suitable to their individual needs within 
the particular environmental framework provided. The central nervous 
('\ i Y D. W. ilcK1Iiiion, op. cit., chapter l. 
Y Percival M. Symonds, op. cit., chapter l 
Y~·· 
I. 
li 
I 
'I 
li 
=#'=~ 
7 II 
system in the process of affecting the necessary adjustments between 
the organic cravings and the exigencies of the environment develop 
certain habits, attitudes, personal traits, forms of sublimation and 
thought, and it is these chabacteristic modes of adjustment that, 
taken collectively, comprise personality ••• • Y 
Allport contributes his own definition of personality, that being: 
" ••• personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those 
i[ psychophysic~systems that determ:ine his unique adjustment to his 
~~~ eirv:i.ronment j; 2 
1! Healy defines personality as an integrated system of habitual 
i 
adjustments to the environment, particularly social environment, and as the ,, 
II \I 
'I 1: 
I 
i' II 
It 
·r~ 
li 
I 
ii 
I' 
" j: 
' li 
ii 
i! 
1
',· 
II 
li i! II 
li 
1: 
individual's specific and ordinarily exhibited attitudes, characteristics 
and b::: s:::~:~:· personality is: I 
· • ••• personality is the organization of all the integrative II 
processes in the brain, •• it is these regnant processes which are I 
capable of self-awareness ••• personality is a compromise formation, 1 
a dynamic resultant of the conflict between the individual's own I 
impulses and the demands, interests arul impulses of other individuals,' 
••• the personality adopts habitual strategies in one area. of life that. 
are not carried over to another ••• persODality is a product of inllerit 
dispositions and environmental experiences ••• • g( 
I 
The biosocial concept of personality. - Murphy in presenting a bio- 1! 
social view, considers personality as: 1: jl 
"• •• a biological system, an orgallic matrix, from which, through 
outer and inner pressures, evolves the socially known individual. 
Personality traits are simply biological dispositions, the interpre-
of these dispositions constitute personality. • 2/ 
:!7 Gordon W. illport, ..;;.op._.:;.....;c;;;:i..;;.t., p. 114. 
.?./ Ibid.. p. 48. 
.3/ w. Healy, Personality in Formation and Action, w. W. Norton Company, 
'g'ew York, 1939. 
'I _,. 
I 
I 
,. 
i 
I. 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
W H. Murray and c. Kluckhohn, Personality, Alfred Knopf Company, New York, I· ~~. 
II 
li 
li 
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8 
This biosocial viewpoint avers that, through the judgement of others, 
an individual's personality is known. That is, as we appear to others, so 
must we be. This theory is distinguished from others, such as Allport's 
which holds that a personality is what a person is, regardless of the 
manner in which other people perceive his qualities or evaluate tnem. !/ 
The biosocial theory finds its chief sources of information in genetics, 
embryology, physiology, comparative psychology, learning theory, and psy-
choanalysis. Murphy elaborates upon his theory by explaining that: 
11 
••• behavior is conditioned both to outer and inner stimuli, 
Which modifY the organic system. The structure of personality 
comprises the structure of one's sense perceptions, imag[;. , feelings 
and the complex activities of imagination and thought... added to 
this is 7 ••• that the organism perceives, thinks about an responds 
to itse!f ••• n Y 
: 1--
The trait theory of personality. - l!any psychologists have tended to I 
I 
1: ~ constitute personality, especially those elements which they had reason to 1: 
emphasize the parts or units which summed together may be considered to 
!. 
' believe were common to all individuals. By assuming the existance of JJt'l 
,, 
1: 
I! 
;I ,, 
II 
II 
coi!DDOn elements they made their problem of measuring personality easier. I: 
Along these lines, we see the term •trait 1 as being very often used in li 
talking about personality. It is roughly defined as a fairly conaisteut; I' 
and specific mode of behavior. Cronbach states that: " ••• a trait is a 
tendency to react in a defined way in response to a defined class of 
!Y 
stimuli." Cronbach goes on to explain that the trait theory is based on 
!/ Gordon W. Allport, op. cit., p. 40 - 41. 
Y Gardner Murphy, op. cit., p. 19. 
Jl D. W. McKinnon, op cit., chapter 1. 
1, !!/ Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing, Harper and :; t< 
il Brothers, New York, 1949, p. 315. / 
L'! ~~~- ~~~-~--=-·· ·--··--·--·--li 
11 
I' 
. I 
'' -~,- "'-"'-=----,-~-----.. - __ ----==-=--=-=-=-=~-=o--il:---==== 
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9 
three facts: 
a 1) Personalities possess considerable consistency; a person 
shOW'S the same habitual reactions over a wide range of similar , 
situations. 2) For any habit, we can find among people a variation of ' 
degrees or amounts of this behavior. 3) Personalities have some 
stability. " 'J/ · 
The field theory of personality. - Roughly stated, this theory of 
personality regards the total enviromnental setting as well as the inner 
structure of the person as decisive in shaping of behavior. This theory 
sees generality rather than specificity as predominating in the make-up of 
personality and that personality is consistent because the important com-
ponents of personality are broad, generalized, complex, overlapping but 
stable and enduring dispositions to action. 'Y Along this line of thought, 
Kluckhohn and Mowrer present their 'dynamic theory of personality•, which 
draws upon the concepts derived from psychoanalytic study, social anthro-
pology and the psychology of learning. Their theory embraces the following ! 
basic assumptions: 
• 1) Behavior of all living organisms is functional. 2) Behavior 
always involves ambivalence. 3) Behavior can be understood only in 
relation to the field or context in which it occurs. 4) All living 
organisms tend to preserve a state of marimal integration or internal ' 
consistency. " 2/ 
McKinnon, referring to the field theory, concludes that: 
"No longer can there be any doubt that there is both specificity 
and generality of behavior. Both personal consistency and inconsis-
tency must be recognized. A field theory of personality which sees 
behavior and personality as functions of a total field of whieh they 
are sub-parts is the form of theory which today seems best suited for 
the conceptual representation of personality ••• on the psychological 
1/ Lee J. Cronbach, loc. cit.,. 
A y D. w • .McKinnon, op. cit., P• 41-43. 
3/ c. Kluckhohn and o. H. Mowrer, "Dynamic Theory of Personality" in 
l"ersonalitf and the Behavior Disorders, J. 'MeV. Hunt, editor, Ronald Press,, 
N- York,944, Volume I. j 
10 !.! 
side this theory will take account of both mask and substance aspects 
of personality, fully recognizing that much that looks like specifi-
city of behavior is actually an expression of generality and consis- . 
tency ••• on the logical side, this theory will recognize that factors 1. 
of personality range from the most specific to the most general." !/ · 
The position taken in the present study. - As exhibited by the fore- ,; 
going definitions, the term personality has no universally accepted meaning!~ 
The terminology is sometimes vague and the definitions appear to cluster 
around generalities. Attempts to create or establish precise and sharply 
defined restrictions probably creates difficulties rather than remove them. 
Allport states that: • ••• the truth of the matter is that the total organ-
ization of personality is still a new and poorly formulated problem in g; 
psychology. It is a many-sided issue whose solution yet lies in the future.; 
For the purpose of the present study, the approach to personality 
study is an 'atomistic' one, that is, personality is looked upon as an 
aggregate of separate traits. The assumption is made that, generally, 
,, 
personality traits are consistent, at least over significantly long periods.; 
that some personalities are organized more stably than others, so that it 
is possible to obtain fairly accurate appraisals of personality for some 
people but not for all. 
2. Measurement of Personality 
Two methods of measuring personality. - Because of the elusive 
' nature of personality and the great variety of meanings ascribed to the 
term, the classification of personality tests is more in the nature of 
expedience. Cronbach devides personality measures into two groups: self-
!J D. w. McKinnon, op. cit., p. 43 
£( Gordon W. Allport, op• cit., P• 365. 
i! 
ii 
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il report procedures and behavior observations, (projective techniques). Y For: 
I! (, the purposes of this study, the appraisal of test limitations will be con-
fined to paper-and-pencil self-report techniques. 
Self-report teehniques. -- In the study of behavior and in the attempt · 
to diagnose personality maladjustment, psychologists have resorted to the 
use of questionnaires. The questionnaire generally consists of a large 
number of intimate questions and the subject is asked to indicate whether 
~r not or how be feels about a particular item. The questions range from 
those of a factual nature, such as 1do you suffer from dizzy spells ? 1 to 
rather vague personal questioBS such as, 'are you glad to be living with 
your mother and father ? '• 
What the numerous inventories and questionnaires purport to measure 
can be seen from the names and titles given to the questionnaires and their! 
! 
sub-divisions: mental health, personal adjustment, emotional adjustment, 
home adjustment, health, social adjustment, self-control, initiative, self- i 
sufficiency, dominance-submition, cheerfulness-depression, neurotic-
~tendency, emotional maturity, anxiety, fears, mental instability, and a y 
great many others. 
Limitations of self-report techniques. -- Self-report devices depend 
upon the subject's willingness to tell the truth and his own insight into 
' his own behavior; herein lies one of the objections to self-report questionii 
naires. The technique suffers from the fact that the subjects being tested 
, sometimes reply as they think they should reply rather than presenting 
their true reactions to the item on the questionnaire. Jl 
!( Lee J. Gronbach, op. cit., p. 306. 
y Ibid., p. 318-328. y Ibid., p. 307. 
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!I In one study, conducted by Gordon and Dandoff, in which the 
Washburne Social Adjustment Inventory was administered to twelve classes 
of students, it was found that twenty-six per cent of the students had •t• 
scores of thirty or more, (the manual of the Washburne Inventory states 
that a •t' score of thirty or more indicates that the truthfulness of the 
answers may be doubted and that the inventory of that particular student y 
should be discarded). Gordon tells us that the teachers were amazed to 
find that among those students whose inventories had to be discarded were 
many 'good' students, who were popular, and who were leaders in their 
classes. An exploration of the reasons for the students not answering the 
questions truthfully found that the students gave reasons that fell into 
two categories: 1) attempts to win approval and 2) fear that the answers 
might be used against them. The implication of this is that the accuracy 
J/ 
of guidance records based on, such inventories may be seriously reduced. 
In general, it is agreed by most psychologists that self-report techniques 
depend too much upon the subject's cooperation. More reliable means of 
controlling the tendency to 'fake' answers must be devised. In the present 
study, in order to compensate for this limitation, the students will not 
be required to identify themselves, assuming that the students will be 
Willing to give more truthful responses in the knowledge that their 
questionnaires will be anonymous. 
1/ H. 0. Gordon and P. Dandoff, "Honesty of Pupils in Answering Adjustment 
. ~estionnaires", School and Society, 57:54-56, January 9, 1943. 
21 J. Washburne, Manual for the Social Adjustment Inventory, World Book 
~ompany, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1936. 
)/ H. G. Gordon and P. Dandoff, op. cit., p. 56. 
~~~T-~~~==c-==~­
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'. 
A second limitation: fixed interpretation of items and responses. 
A second objection to self-report techniques is that there is an element of' 
misunderstanding, the uncertainty of the meaning implied in both the 
!I questions and the answers. In most questionnaires, the subject is 
1 required to answer with a 'yes', 'no' or 1? 1 to a series of questions. With 
.. 
i . 
... il 
·questions such as 'are you troubled by shyness ? ', which can be interpreted 
in a number of different ways by the subject, he is limited from the start 
by being required to answer the question in one of only three ways. Very 
often either of these three answers would not give a true picture of how 
the subject feels in response to such a question. 
Some test-makers have attempted to correct this situation by revising 
the vocabulary and wording of the items and by providing additional 
responses to a question. Another corrective procedure was to provide 
special scoring keys based on empirical methods of justification. That is, 
by claiming that the making of the personality report by the subject is a 
behavior situation, that the subject's responses to the questions, the way y 
in which he responds, is diagnostic of the subject's personality. 
The most dependable use of personality tests. -- Most studies of the 
validity of personality tests have given inconclusive results. While it 
appears that personality tests are unable to predict failure on the part of 
students,. they are of some help in explaining failure and maladjustment and 
. ~ 
in layiug the groundwork for a corrective program. 
The most dependable use of personality tests is the study of groups; 
!/ Gordon W. Allport, op. cit., p. 45. 
Y Lee J. Cronbach, op. cit., p.309 
J/ Ibid., p.333-334 • 
they appear to be less reliable when applied to individuals. Self-report 
techniques are best suited for the task of screening devices, that is, to 
separate the students into two groups, those who have to be screened 
further by a clinician and those who need no further screening. Ellis in 
his study, states that: 
" ••• ~ith the use of personality inventories 7 ... special 
attention should be given to persuading the subjects to answer the 
items as truthfully as they can ••• and then the personality inventory 
has a limited use, that being as a generalized screening device. The 
deeper and broader diagnosis should be made by the trained clinician 
employing projective techniques and personal interviews ••• 11 Y 
3. Personality and the Learning Process 
The position of the school. -- The school constitutes a major part of 
the environmental framework of most children in this country today, and as 
such, the school, in both direct and indirect fashion, continues to mold 
and elaborate the socializing and personality-building process already 
begun in the family and in other primary groups. The teacher, the student-
group, the school program, the lessons, the tests, the grades and marks, 
the assembly programs, the lunch-hour in the cafeteria, are but a few of 
the various aspects that constitute the school environment. All of these 
'environmental factors present themselves as conditions affecting the 
development of personality. 
Personality and intelligence. --'Obviously, differences in general 
ability among students make for problems of learning and training, but as 
will be pointed out, the learning process itself is not mainly a case of 
how much aeneral ability is possessed by a student, but involves various 
emotional and social aspects of personality relationships. Cattell in a 
1/ Albert Kl.lis, "Validity of Personality Inventories in Military Processing" 
~sychological Bulletin, 45: 385-426, September, 1948, p. 425 • 
. 
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recent study states that: 
"The principal personality correlate of intelligence known to 
psychologists is moral character and its component factors ••• Cclose 
to .60J •• • the present writer considers that character correlations , 
are due to better intelligence leading to better learning, which would! 
be expected to show itself in conduct situations almost as much as in 
academic situations. That is, the character patterns are 'environmental 
mold 1 traits, patterns of reward and punishment in the culture, which 
take better on a basis of good constitutional endowment than on 
poorer soil ••• " }j 
It is interesting to note that in an earlier statement in the same 
r"pOJ:·t, Catt.,ll found that: 
"There are clear indicat.ions that the correlation is somewhat 
higher for children than for adults and curiously enough, higher for 
the correlations with intelligence than for correlations with school 
achievement ••• • g! 
From the foregoing it may be indirectly concluded tha:t there are 
factors other than intelligence and personality factors other than moral 
character that may influence achievement. 
bmotions and learning. - To begin with, Prescott tells us that: 
11 
••• emotions are the most basic, deeply-rooted and biologically useful 
forms of behavior. They are, 'odes of physiological integration through j:. 
Jt '• 
which we meet situations." Prescott goes on to state that; • ••• the social], 
w ' 
act is the framework in which all learning takes place.• Applied to the 
school situation, this means that the interaction of pupils with each other' 
and of pupils with their teachers is a most important factor in learning. 
1/ Raymond B. Cattell, "Personality Traits Associated With Abilities I, 
With Intelligence and Drawing Ability•, Educational and Psychological 
Measurement, 1945, Volume v, 131-146, p. 142. 
g/ Ibid., P• 135· 
2J Daniel A. Prescott, Emotion and the E:iucative Process, American Council 
on Education, Washington, b. c., 1938, p.SB. 
~ Ibid., P• 432. 
16. 
Teacher-pupil relationships. --The teacher's con~ac~s w~on the 
student accounts for a major part of the influence that the school has on 
the developing personality of the student. These contacts will be colored 
by the teacher's own habits, attitudes, ideas and personality adjustment or 
maladjustment. 
Prescott states that: 
wrhe affective relationships between teachers and pupils are 
powerful factors of satisfaction or frustration of personality needs. 
Teachers are part of the active environment of the child. Children 
desire affection from them, status with them, and recognition by 
them ••• !' Y · 
It is only recel?iY.y that some attempts have been made to evaluate such' 
relationships to determine the effect teachers have upon the personalities y 
of their students. One such study, which was concerned with the appraisal 
of dominative and integrative teacher-contacts with students, found that: 
• ••• the f:dominatingJ teacher was found less effective. In her 
room there was more instances of non-conforming behavior, fewer social 
contributions and one-third less problem solving ••• the dominating 
teacher worked in conflict with her groups three times as frequently 
as she worked with them. When there was teacher-integration with 
children, the children were more spontaneous, showed mare initiative, 
did more problem solving and contributed more socially. The children 
did not dominate each other so frequently and fewer of them exhibited 
nervous habits ••• n 'JI 
This teacher-dominance and pupil-resistance cycle well illustrates the 
effect of the interaction of personalities upon the personalities of 
students and upon the scholastic achievement. of students. It may account 
17 Ibid., p. 2Bl. 
2/ H. H. Anderson-and J. E. Brewer, "Studies of Teacher's Classroom Person-
alities, ( Effect of Teacher's Dominative and Integrative Coutacts on 
Childrens' Behavior)" A lied Ps ol ical Mon ra hs of the American 
P~hological Associat on, , er , quo om a secon source: 
R~. 'Merry and F. K. Jlerry, The First Two Decades of Life, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1950, p. 4114. 
'JI Loc. cit. 
I i: 
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for the under-achievement of some students. 
Teachers and student •s behavior. - Along this line of teacher-pupil y 
relationships, it is interesting to note that in a study by Wickman it 
was found that teachers did not perceive the really serious behavior and 
personality problems in students. The teachers as a whole, indicated that 
the problems which occupied their main attention were those behavior traits 
in students which interfered with their teaching. The personal problems of 
the students were secondary. Speaking on this point, Wickman states that: 
"Because the teacher herself is under pressure to bring her pupiXs 
up to required standards of educational achievement, she is of 
necessity particularly sensitive to those problems in children that 
frustrate mastery of assignee school tasks. However, the fact that 
teachers are dissatisfied with the application of nearly one out of 
every three pqpils is suggestive of inherent difficulties on the part ,
1
· 
of a large __..... of children in adjusting to the imposed requirements 
of study. Whatever the underlying difficulties may be, we are confront,. 
ed with the fact that the teachers• attitudes contain a large measure 
of dissatisfaction with the school work of their pupils which cannot 
fail in turn to influence the attitudes of the children themselves 
toward school and all that school symbolizes in the developmental 
life~:.•." y 
Student's conduct and achievement. - It has already been pointed out 
that student-reaction to dominative teachers sometimes result in conduct 
annoying to teachers and poor achievement, on the part of the student. 
Other studies have also brought out findings of relationship in this area. 
~ In a study by Symonds, it was found that: 
"There is a definite and real relationship between school achiev~ 
ment and conduct so that conduct ordinarily considered commendable is 
.Positively correlated with achievement and undesirable conduct is 
negatively correlated with achievement ••• " !f/ 
lJ E. R. Wickman, "Teachers and Behavior Problems• in Readi~s in Child , 
p'sychology, Wayne Dennis, edi:bor, Prentice-Hall Incorporate~ N- York, 195~ 
y Ibid., p. 587. 
3/ Percival M. Symonds, and Claude E. Jackson, ''Measurement of the Personal;. 
!'ty Adjustment of High School Pupils, • Bureau of PUblicahons, Teachers 
College, colUlllbia university, N- York, 1935. !f/ Ibid., p. 92. 
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It must be pointed out that Symonds felt that though such a relation- I 
ship was found to exist, the study did not disclose whether this relation- 1 
ship is due to the influence of good or bad conduct on achievement. 
Personality and motivation. - In any discussion of learning, the 
factor of motivation must receive a measure of appraisal. Learning theory 
has taught us that the activities of an individual are initiated and 
controlled by many factors, prominent among them, the individual's motives. 
It is generally stated that activity that is in ~reement with an 
individual's motives is usually satisfying, while any blockage of such 
activity may bring about feelings of frustration or annoyance on the part 
of the individual. 
Prescott, speaking on this point, indicates that tr.ere is a dependence' 
of motivation on personality needs. He states that: 
''A child is positively motivated to learn facts or skills or to 
act;. if he feels that these will contribute to meeting some one or 
several of his personality needs. This feeling of the desirability of , 
a given line of behavior is based upon earlier experiences; in schools' 
there is the necessity for the careful introduction of new experiencesi 
and activities which have a relation to past experiences, particularly, 
past successes. It must be remembered teo that past experiences supply; 
negative motivation, the desire to avoid, if they have involved 
failure, embarrassment, loss of status or repression. Also a child 
will be charT about undertaking a new activity in the presence of 
other children if he has not attained status with them and if he is at 
all doubtful of his success. Motivation, which may be adequate for 1 
most of the group, may fail for some of the members of the group, not 
because they are uninterested or rebellious or uncooperative, but 
because the work involves the risk of failure to realize some other 
personality need ••• • y 
Thus it may be stated that motivation is highly influential to 
learning and that, by learning (past experiences), motivation is qualified 
by the feelings and emotions that are part of an individual's personality. 
1!-=1f·Daniel A. Prescott, op. cit., p. 235. 
) 
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&ffecta of success and failure. -- Motivation influences directly the 
intensity of effort that a student will put forth to learn. It mediates the 
amount of discomfort the student is willing to experience in the process of 
learning. Coloring this motivation are the goals and aspirations of the 
individual at the time the learning activity is introduced. The level of 
aspiration, which is based on past experiences, is a defense mechanism 
upon which depends the occurrence of success and failure. It has been found 
that: 
~After success, the level of aspiration is usually raised (that 
is, a new and higher level or goal is set after a lower one is 
achieved), and that after failure, the level of aspiration is lowered 
tthat is a new and lower goal is set after a high goal has not been achieved~ ••• this means the level of aspiration shifts ••• ;-and_7 
operates as a mental hygi~ne factor ••• it prot~cts the individual 
against continual failure and !Jainst easy achievement which do not 
give the feeling of success.• 
' 
Sometimes this defensive mechanism is disrupted, thrown out of balance 
and fails to' perform its function. 
"In some cases, aspirations are maintained consistently above 
achievement. The individual is then subjected to a continual exper-
ience of failure with its disastrous consequences for adjustment and 
happiness. In other cases, aspirations are placed consistently below 
achievement with resulting lack of ambition, exaggerated caution, 
broken morale, cynicism, and so forth. In both instances very serious 
personal and social difficulties may develop.• Sf 
In seeking an explanation as to why this defense mechanism is ever 
disrupted, it has been suggested that the level of aspiration is set as a 
compromise between the conflicting teniencies of avoidance of hurt that 
goes along with failure and the desire, derived f•· ... m social pressures to 
1/ Roger G. Baker, •success and Failure in the Classroom", in Readings in 
"!rhild Ps~eholo~, Wayne Dennis, editor, Prentice-Hall Incorporated, New 
York, l~l, p. 8. 
Sf Loc. cit. 
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do what is most accepted by society, to succeed at the highest possible 
level. A:ny increase or change in social pressure would change the level of 
aspiration, throwing it out of balance. Y 
~~e social pressures of the school situation may operate to 
throw off balance the protective mechanism of the level of aspiration, 
thus subjecting children to exaggerated failure and success experiences. 
It is not difficult to understand why these pressures arise in many 
schools. Social acceptability in an intimate group such as a school 
class requires a high degree of conformity to group standards in all 
sorts of public behavior ••• in achieving such acceptability ;-student!J 
set goals in accordance with group standards ••• this means that poor 
students are farced, by social pressures of the classroom, to admit 
that they are mavericks ••• there is pressure upon bright students, 
to set their goals in conformity with the achievements of their class-
mates, rather than with their own ••• • y . 
Summary. -- In this section, an attempt was made to show some of the 
important affects. of the school experience·· upon the student's personality 
and the effect of personality upon the learning process. Roughly stated, it; 
appears tliat whatever type of contact the teacher has with the student, his 
personality deep~ affects the student, the student's attitudes to school 
in general and to learning subject matter in particular. Student-conduct, 
to a certain degree, is a reflection of teacher-contacts; student-achieve-
ment, again to a certain degree, has a relationship to this factor. 
Motivation is of a direct influence upon learning, especially the 
intensity of effort that a student will expend to learn. Motivation is 
qualified by the student's personality in that the conditioning factors of 
past experiences and the operation of the defense mechanism of the level of 
aspiration regulate the degree of motivation possessed by the student in 
any learning situation • 
. y Roger G. Baker, op. cit., P• 579. 
Y Loc. cit. 
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4. Previous studies o£ Low and High Achieving Students 
'lbe problem. - 'lbe problem of the relationship of general ability to . 
achievement is one of long standing; lihy some students consistently achieve 
above their measured general ability and why other students achieve below 
their measured ability, has interested teachers fDr some time. Interest in 
this area has fostered studies concerned with the identification of factors.' 
in addition to general ability which may be related to achievement. Most of 
the studies usually approached the problem by observing or measuring cliff-
erences between groups of over-achievers and under-achievers such as the 
present study, which is concerned with the identification of· personality 
factors that may distinguish over-achievers and under-achievers as exhibit-
ed by standardized measures. 
!I 
'lbe Kurtz and Swenson study. ··- In a recent study, conducted in a 
mid-western city, findings were based upon an evaluation of data gathered 
through a system of teacher's observations, teacher's ratings, interviews 
with students and parents, classroom observations, and newspaper clippings 
concerned with school and community activities involving students in the 
study. Kurtz and Swenson concluded that: 
l.)Home conditions ••• appear to favor over-achievers ••• home 
atmosphere is pleasant. Parents show interest, affection and pride in 
their children. Children respond by being happy ••• eager to please 
parents ••• ~with under-achievers_{ home conditions are not always 
pleasant ••• not much exchange of affection. 2.) Peer relations ••• of 
over-achievers seem to be more plentiful ••• they choose friends whose 
standards are equally as high ••• under-achievers usually do not have 
high standards, nor do their friends ••• a number of under-achievers do 
not appear to have any close friends. 3.) Physiological efficiency ••• 
over-achievers are regarded as comparatively bright ••• they tend to be 
alert and attentive in class ••• their appearance is favorable and they 
seem happy in school ••• under-achievers appear less happy ••• are often 
!/ John J. Kurtz and Esther J. Swenson, "Factors Related to Over-Achieve-
ment and Under-Achievement in School,• the School Review, University of 
Chicago Press, Volume LIX, Number 8, November, 195!. 
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changeable or unstable or have inferiority complexes ••• in some 
instances there appears to be emotional conflict. 4.) Over-achievers 
appear to be more academically inclined ••• have a tendency to do more 
reading ••• under-achievers would rather do something with their hands •. 
5.) J>ducational and vocational goals ••• over-achievers appear to relate 
their school work to future goals ••• and high aims ••• under-achievers • 
do not seem to see very far ahead ••• have limited aims. 6) Conclusion •• 
plus-achievers appear to enjoy decidedly more favorable conditions 
than do minus-achievers ••• "!{ 
The Bartell study. Y-In this study, with findings based on teacher's 
subjective ratings, Bartell found that initiative, industry and independence 
were significant traits of high achievers. Bartell found little significant 
differences in the two groups as far as social habits were concerned, 
except in the area of leadership, where the difference favored the high 
achievers. The high achievers exhibited a higher degree of auditory alert-
! 
ness. A greater interes:t: in voluntary reading, mental activity and creative: 
writing was found to distinguish high achievers. Bartell felt that her 
findings definitely indicated that there were factors other than intelli-
gence as being significant for school achievement. 
J/ The Shattuck study of leisure activities. - Shattuck, in her study , 
of the leisure activities of high and low achieving students, found that 
only half of the low achievers participated in outside leisure activities 
as compared to the high achievers. The findings disclosed that: 
1. High-achievers read an average of eleven to twenty books per year 
while the low group read less than five books per year. 
1( John J. Kurtz and Esther J. Swenson, op. cit., p. 478-480. 
y E. Bartell, ;=-Di~f~f~e~r;:;;e;;;n;;c.;;es::..;T;;;:~;T.~:T~~!:;;:;~~5~,~:7.;;=:;,::;:~:r; of High and Low c ievers, 
1942. 
3/ Ruth W. Shattuck, The Leisure Activities of High-Achievers and Low- , 
Ichievers in Grade Seven of Nashua Junior High School , Unpublished Master 1 s, 
·Thesis, Boston Uiiiversity, 1956. · 
/ 
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2. Low-achievers attended the movies more often than the other grou]:1. 
3. Dancing was an activity especially fa'V'CII.'ed' by low-achievers, 
though both groups exhibited a desire for it. 
4. l~ee times as many high-achievers took music lessons as did the 
low-achievers. 
5. Low-achievers spent twice as much time working on paid jobs as did • 
high-achievers, though almost the same numb,er in each group worked 
part-time. 
Shattuck found that, generally, high-achievers preferred activities of 
the 'studied-word 1 type, while the low-achievers pre! erred 'big-muscle' 
type of activities. 
The Zmuds!cy study of pupils 1 attitudes. Y- In this study of pupils 1 
attitudes, Zmudsky found that the under-achieVing, group attached little 
value to school achievement as evidence of future success; social popular-
ity in high school was looked upon as more important and of more value. 
Zmudsky concludes that: 
" ••• the general indication given by the low scholastic group for 
poor achievement were the lack of interest :i.n achieving good marks, 
laclc of preparation in school subjects, lack of understanding the 
value of high school study, lack of school interest and a poor 
attitude toward school work in general ••• the under-achieving group 
was not satisfied with the available high school courses, nor did they,, 
feel the need for guidance in course selection ••• dislike for teachers ' 
and lack of teacher attention were other reasons given for poor 
scholastic work ••• the opposite view or no evidence of difficulty in 
the area was usually indicated by the high achievers ••• " Sf 
1( James E. Zmudsky, Relationshi! of Puttail Attitudes and Academic Success 
at the Tvrelth Grade Levii!, Unpuoishedster 1s Thesis, Boston OmversJ.ty, 
1949. 
Y lbid., P• 87. 
• • 
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Summary of study findings• - It appears that, generally speaking, the' 
high-achievers are healthier, happier and better appearing individuals than 
their opposite numbers. They have more friends, take part in more social 
activities, do more reading and individual thinking, are more social and 
better adjusted to school than are low-achievers. The upper group take 
school and school work more seriously, place higher values on their achieve~ 
ment and appear to have their thinking geared to their future needs in the 
world of work and of taking their place in adult life. The direct opposite :1 
view is usually presented by the low-achievers. 
• 
!: 
CHAP'fi2i III 
PROCl!;DURI!: AND TECHNIQUES OF TH.l!; STUDY 
1. Selection of Measuring Instruments 
The California Test of Personality, Intermediate Series, Form A, for 
grades seven through ten. -- The selection of a personality or adjustment 
inventory as a tool for the study was dependent, for the most part, upon 
three criteria: 
1. The· formulation of the measuring instrument be based upon a def-
inition of personality that followed the trait theory of personal- · 
ity. 
2. The instrument should provide an objective as possible appraisal o.f1 1 
personality adjustment or maladjustment. 
3. The instrument should be appropriate for the age and grade level of'' 
the students involved in the study. 
It was felt that the California Test of Personality, Intermediate y . 
Series, Form A, for grades seven through ten, by Louis P. Thorpe, Ernest 
W, Tiegs, and Willis W. Clarke, satisfied these criteria and therefore was 
selected as a tool for the study. The test provides a Total Adjustment 
score and is divided into two sections, Self Adjustment and Social Adjust-
ment, providing adjustment scores for these divisions. Each of the two 
sections is again divided into six subtest areas, providing an adjustment 
!/ Louis P, Thorpe, Ernest W. Tiegs, and Willis W. Clarke, California Test 
of Personalityi Intermediate Series, Farm A, California Test Bureau, Los 
Angeles 28, Ga ifornia, 1942. . 
- 25 -
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score tor the personality !actor identified by the title of the subtest. 
The six !actors of Sel.f Adjustment are identif'ied as Sel.f Reliance, 
Sense of Personal Wabth, Sense of Personal Freedom, Feeling of Belonging, 
~ithdrawing Tendencies, and Nervous Symptoms. 
The six factors of Social Adjustment are identified as Social Standards, 
Social Skills, Anti-Social Tendencies, Family Relations, School Relations, 
and Community Relations. 
The Mooney Problem Check List, Junior High School Form, 1950 Revision. 
In any study of personality, the writer felt that an appraisal of the 
personal problems, both real and imagined, as perceived and indicated by 
the student, is an important avenue of exploration that may aid in 
determining the degree of personality adjustment or maladjustment of the 
student. In this regard, the Moon~ Problem Check List, Junior High School y 
Form, 1950 Revision, by Ross L. Mooney was selected as the tool to inves-
tigate the problems and the frequency of 'felt' problems of the students 
involved in the study. The Mooney Problem Check List provides, in addition 
to a Total Problems count, census-counts in the areas of Health and Physical 
Development, School, Home and Family, Money-Work-the-Future, Boy-Girl 
Relations, Relations to People in General, and Self-Centered Concerns. In 
each of the seven categories, there are thirty items listed, to which 
the student may respond by underlining the item that presents itsel.f as a 
personal problem. Mooney is careful to point out that the Check List is not 
a test, but a census-count of the student's problems. As such, the counts 
will provide statistical data that will aid in the conq:>arison of the two 
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groups of students involved in the study. 
The Health Information Record. -- The form, as used in the present 
study, is a revision of the Health Information Record devised by Gilmore 
y 
and is used in this study with his kind permission. It was selected as a 
study-tool because it was felt that it would provide data on the frequency 
of physical complaints, both real and imaginary, that the student has 
experienced. The Record provides a list of various physical complaints and 
disorders; the student is asked to check those items that he has had and 
the age at which the complaint was experienced. The Record serves the 
purpose of appraising the frequency of illnesses and physical disorders as 
an indicator of the status of health of the student in its relationship 
with personality adjustment or maladjustment. 
2. Selection of the Study Groups 
The Quintile Classification Technique. -- An initial problem faced by 
the writer was determining Which of the students in the ninth grade 
consistently worked above their measured ability and those students that 
consistently worked below their measured ability. To select the students 
for the two study-groups in as scientific and objective manner as possible, 
it was decided to utilize the Quintile Classification Technique as outlined 
. y 
by Germane and Germane. 
"A quintile classification of students, groups the students in 
a class in five equal groups (or as nearly equal as possible), or 
quintiles. The chief purpose of such a grouping is that the teacher 
may know what students belong in the fifth quintile or upper twenty 
per cent of the class, with regard to some ability or achievement, 
and what students belong in the fourth, third, second and first 
1( John Gilmor•, Health Information Record, An unpublished personal 
counseling form, Boston University. 
2/ Charles E. and Edith G. Germane, Personnel Work in High School, Silver 
lfurdett Company, New York, 1941, Chapter 6. 
------~ 
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( 
quintiles, with regard to the same criterion. In school, the Quintile 
Classification is used to compare the ranking of a student's ability 
to learn subject matter with his ranking in scholastic achievement in 
subjects that he is studying. If his ability to learn as determined by. 
a reliable diagnostic reading-study test, an intelligence test or both; 
ranks him in the fifth quintile, or upper twenty per cent of his class 
he ought to rank in the upper twenty per cent of his class in actual 
achievement, as determined by the teacher's grades, quizzes, theme 
papers, and other objective means of measuring the status of his 
accomplishments. The Quintile Classification would show whether or not 
this is so ••• if each student is working up to his ability, his name 
will appear in the same quintile, or grouping, in both rankings. It 
is highly probable that some students who are in the fifth quintile so 
far as ability is concerned are in the fourth, third, second, or even 
the first quintile in achievement, or that students in a lower quintile 
with regards to ability are in a higher quintile in actual achievement. 
A glance at the quintile ranking of her students will show the teacher. 
which of her students is achieving either above or below his capacity.• 11 . 
The procedure followed in the study. - As is suggested by Germane and 
Germane, the students in the ninth grade were ranked on the basis of two 
reliable measures of general ability, in this case, the California Test of 
y ~ 
Mental Maturity and the Cooperative Reading Comprehension Test, Form Cl., 
The average of the rankings of the students, based on these two tests were 
uaed to compile the quintile classification of general ability. 
It was decided that the classification of the students with regard to 
his scholastic achievement would be based upon teacher's grades as they 
appeared on the records of the junior high school. In regard to this point, 
the use of teacher's grades, Koos and Kefauver state that1 " ••• records of 
school work constitute one of the most important types of data usable in 
guidance. Despite the unreliability of these measures, these records are 
11 Ibid.' p. 98. 
2/ ~>. T. Sullivan, W. W. Clarke, and J!O. W. Tiegs, California Short-Form ~est of Mental Maturity, 1950 S-Form, California Test BUreau, Los Angeles, 
caii£0ril!&, i)';>Vo 
3/ Frederick B. Davis, eT. al, Corf{erative Reading Comprehension Test, Cl, ~ooperative Test Service, New Yor , 1943. 
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after all the most satisfactory indication of the achievement of students 
in school ••• "~ 
Green, et al, elaborate on this point, stating that: 
"Teachers 1 grades function in a four-told way. 1) they provide 
tbe basis for the school's record of the child's educational history; 
2) they furnish the teacher with a record of the pupil's achieve!ilent 
and progress; 3) they reveal to the pupil, the school's evaluation 
of his effort and accomplishment; and 4) they furnish to the parent 
reasonably accurate information concerning the pupil's achievement. 
For the school administration, marks afford the common basis for the 
determination of promotions, scholastic honors and school classifi-
cation. For the teacher, marks provide a working basis for group 
distinctions in assignments ••• " Sf 
With the completion of the quintile classification, the rankings of 
the students based on measures of general ability were compared with the 
rankings of the students baaed on teachers' grades. Those students whose 
achievement quintile was above that of their general ability quintile were 
selected to, form the group of over-achieving students, and those students 
whose achievement quintile was below that of their general ability quintile 
were selected to form the group of under-achieving students. 
Elctreme over-achievers and extreme under-achievers. -- Those students,; 
![ 
in each of the two study-groups, whose achievement rank was two or more 
quintil~a above or below the quintile of their general ability ranking, :! 
were designated as being extreme over-achievers and extreme under-achiev~rsl~ 
This division of each of the study-groups was taken for the purpose of 
determining any special direction or tendency that personality adjustment 
or maladjustment might take in its relationship with the greater difference:, 
!' 
i/ L. V. Koos and G. N. Kefauver, Guidance in Secondary Schools, The 
£acmillan Company, New York, 1941, p. 277. 
2/ H. A •• Greene, A. N. Jorgensen, and J. R. Gerberich, Measurement and 
Evaluation in the Secondary School, Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 
1948, p. 616=617. 
-----------
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between general ability and achievement. That is, the question was raised: 
'do factors of personality adjustment or maladjustment become more pro-
nounced as the disparity between general ability and achievement becomes 
greater?'; it was hoped that by making the division in the study-groups, 
and that by a second, separate statistical treatment of the data obtained 
from these groups, some answers may be found for this question. 
3. Administration of Measuring Instruments 
Anonymity of students. -- It was decided that in order to better 
establish testing-rapport and to put the students in a frame of mind in 
which they would feel more secure and be willing to give more truthful 
answers to the items on the various instruments, the students would not be 
required to identify themselves, other than indicating their age,~ex,. and 
class-group. By following such a procedure, it was hoped that it would 
compensate for one of the limitations of paper-and-pencil self-report 
techniques: the question of obtaining truthful responses. 
The testing procedure followed for the study. -- After consultation 
with the school administration, it was decided that the writer would 
administer the tests to the two study-groups during his free periods and 
that the testing program would be carried out over a period of three weeks. 
The testing program followed along the lines of the pattern that is set 
forth below: 
1. The first week - the two study-groups of students were excused from 
one of their class-periods and assembled in the cafeteria as a 
single body. There then followed an orientation period, in which 
the students were informed of the nature of the coming testing 
program; the time was spent in answering questions and discussing 
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the testing program. 
2. The second week - the students in the under-achieving group werH 
released from one class-period on two successive days and the 
California Test of Personality, the Mooney Problem Check List and 
the Health Information Record were administered to them. 
). The third week - the students in the over-achieving group were 
excused from one class-period on two successive days and the three 
measuring instruments of the study were administered to them 
The student's responses were then scored and tabulated, the raw data 
col1ected on work-sheets, and then given statistical treatment. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
l. Presentation of Test Scores 
Introduction. -- In this chapter, the data obtained from the adminis-
tration of the measuring instruments to the two study-groups, will be set 
forth in the following manner: 1) a description of the test results will be 
presented and 2) a presentation of an analysis of the test data, the purpose 
of which is to determine the distinguishing personality factors of over-
achievers and under-achievers as indicated by the California Test of 
Personality, the Mooney Problem Check List, and the Health Information 
Record. 
Data obtained from the California Test of Personality. -- Table 1 pre-
sents the distribution of the total scores of the over-achieving and under-
achieving groups on the California Test of Personality. 
An inspection of Table 1 shows that differences in the Total Adjustment, 
area on the California Test of Personality of the two study groups , appears 
to be indicated in the scoring-range of 123 through 152. It will be noted 
that in this scoring-range, 24 students or approximately 69 per cent of the 
over-achieving group will be found, as contrasted with 16 students or 
approximately 43 per cent of the under-achieving group in this same range. 
In the scoring-range of 83 through 122, only. five students or about 14 
per cent of the over-achieving group will be found as compared with 14 
students or about 39 per cent of the under-achieving group. 
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Table 1. Distribution of Total Adjustment Scores of the Over-
Achieving and Under-Achieving Groups on the California 
Test of Personality. 
Total Adjustment Frequencies 
Score 
Interval Over-Achieving Under-achieving 
Group Group 
{l) (2) DJ 
168-172 •••• 1 0 
163-167 •••• 3 3 
158-162 •••• 2 3 
153-157 •••• 0 2 
148-152 •••• ~ 2 143-147 •••• 3 
138-142 •••• u 4 
133-137 •••• 5 2 
128-132 •••• 3 3 
123-127 •••• 2 2 
118-122 •••• 0 2 
113-117 •••• 1 2 ' 
108-112 •••• 1 3 
103-107 •••• 0 2 
98-102 •••• 1 1 
93-97 .... 1 1 
88-:;~2 .... l 2 
83-87 .... 0 1 
Total .... 35 38 
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The median score for the over-achieving group is located in the 138-142 
score-interval, whereas the median score for the under-achieving group is 
located in the 128-132 scare-interval. 
Table 2 presents the distribution of scares of the Self Adjustment and ' 
Social Adjustment areas of the California Test of Personality as obtained by 
the over-achieving and under-achieving groups. 
An inspection of columns two and three of Table 2 reveals that the most 
apparent difference between the two groups falls in the scare-interval of 
··-·----~~~~-
Table 2. Distribution of Self Adjustment and Social Adjustment Total 
Scores of the Over-Achieving And Under-Achieving Groups on 
the California Test of Personality. 
Score Self Adjustment Frequencies Social Adjustment Frequencies 
Interval 
Over- Under- Over- Under-
Achieving Achieving Achieving Achieving 
Group Group Group Group 
TIT [2) (l) (UJ {5) 
86-88 ••• l 0 0 0 
83-85 ••• l 2 3 3 
80-82 ••• l 5 2 1 
77-79 ••• 3 l l 3 
74-76 ••• 3 3 4 2 
71-7) ••• ll 3 9 6 
68-70 ••• 4 5 5 6 
65-67 ••• 2 2 3 l 
62-64 ••• 2 2 2 0 
59-61 ••• 2 5 2 4 
56-58 ••• 2 2 1 l 
53-55 ••• 0 2 0 5 
So-52 ••• 0 2 l 0 
47-49 ••• 0 1 l 2 
44-46 ••• l l 0 2 
41-43 ••• 2 2 l l 
38-40 ••• 0 0 0 l 
Total ••• 35 38 35 38 
71-73, where there are eleven students or about 31 per cent of the over-
achieving group as compared to three students or about 8 per cent of the 
under-achieving group. 
In the scoring range of 38 through 67, fifty per cent of the under-
34 
achieving group are found as compared with 31 per cent of the over-achieving 
group. In the scoring range of 68 through 79, the largest grouping of over-
achievers can be found, specifically, 21 students or about 60 per cent of 
that group as contrasted with 12 under-achievers or about 32 per cent of that 
' 
group. 
-c_~~'~-~~-~ ---~ -
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An examination of the Social Adjustment area scores in colwnns four and 
five reveals that the distribution of scores for both groups appear to be 
I' 
very similar, with only a few minor differences. The greatest of these diff-. 
il 
erences appears to be in the scoring range of 38 through 55, wherein only 
three students or about 9 per cent of the over-achievers are to be found as 
compared with a grouping of eleven students or approximately 29 per cent of 
the under-achievers. 
,, 
In the Self Adjustment area, the mediaD scare of the over-achievers falfs 
'I 
in the 71-73 score-interval and the median score of the under-achievers fall~ 
in the 65-67 score-interval. 
In the area of Social Adjustment, the median scores of the two groups 
are only one score-interval apart, the median for the over-achieving group 
falling in the 71-73 score-interval and the median for the under-achieving 
group falling in the 68-70 score-interval. 
Table 3 presents the distribution of the Self Adjustment and Social 
Adjustment subtest scores on the California Test of Personality. 
An inspection of Table 3 reveals that, though there are some apparent 
differences in the scores obtained by the two study groups, the majority of i' 
these differences are small and that there does not appear to be any indica-
tion of definite scoring trends for either of the two groups. It will be 
noted that in a few instances, apparent differences do occur, but only in 
isolated cases. An example of this will be found at the score l8vel of 11, 
where a difference is found in the subtests of Sense of Personal Worth and 
Freedom from Anti-Social Tendencies. other examples of differences between 
the groups may be found at the score level of 12, in the subtests of Nervous 
Symptoms, at the score level of 15, in the subtest of Freedom from Withdraw-
ing Tendencies. 
i 
---- ·- --- . - - ' 
- --- -- -
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Table 3. Distribution of Self Adjustment and Social Adjustment Subtest 
Scores of Over-Achievers and Under-Achievers on the California 
Test of Personality. 
! Self Adjustment Subtest Frequencies 
Score Self Sense of Sense of Feeling of Withdrawing Nervous 
Reliance Personal Personal Belonging Tendencies SYliJPtoms 
Worth Freedom 
H L H L H L H L H L H L 
! 15 •• 2 l 7 5 8 9 7 l l 4 
14 •• 3 6 l 4 11 l2 10 5 2 6 4 4 
13 •• 1 3 7 5 6 4 4 6 3 2 6 7 
12 •• 5 2 6 4 5 5 3 2 5 4 10 
u ... 6 4 9 4 2 l 5 5 8 7 8 5 
10 . •• 6 4 6 6 3 2 6 2 3 1 
9··· 4 4 2 6 4 2 2 4 5 3 B ••• 5 4 1 4 1 1 3 2 5 2 l 
7 ••• 2 7 3 l l 2 3 2 1 
6 •• 2 0 2 0 l 1 1 3 5 1 
5 •• 1 l 2 1 
4 ••• 1 2 1 
3··· 2 l 2 ••• 1 
1 •• 
o •• 1 
Total 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 
Social Adjustment Subtest Frequencies 
Score Social Social I Anti-social Family School Community 
Standards Skills Tendencies Relations Relations Relations 
H L H L H L H L H L H L 
15 •• 6 5 3 1 2 8 8 2 3 4 
14 •• 8 14 3 3 5 3 6 6 4 3 3 5 
13 ... 10 6 4 ~ 5 4 6 3 5 5 7 3 12 ••• 7 6 8 3 l 5 4 5 6 8 3 
u .. 3 2 3 6 9 4 4 3 7 5 5 7 
10 •• 1 8 6 3 6 3 2 3 3 7 
9- •• 1 2 7 6 3 4 1 2 4 5 3 3 8 ••• 1 3 2 6 3 4 2 7 •.• l 2 3 5 5 1 2 
6 ••• 2 1 1 2 2 l 1 1 5 ••• 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 ... 1 1 1 1 
3 ••• 1 1 1 1 
2 ••• 1 
1 ... 
o ••• 1 
Total. 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 
- ~ ~ -~ 
H - Over-Achievers L - Under-Achievers 
:; 
' - ~ 
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Table 4 presents the distribution of the total scores of the extreme 
over-achieving and extreme under-achieving groups on the California Test of ; 
Personality 
A study of Table 4 reveals that apparent differences are found in both 
the upper and lower poJ!tions of the distribution. In the scoring range of 
143 through 167, four students or 33 per cent of the extreme over-achievers 
are found as compared to none of the extreme under-achievers. In the lower 
scoring range of 83 through 127, only two pupils or about 17 per cent of the 
Table 4. Distribution of Total Adjustment Scores of the Extreme 
Over-Achieving and the EKtreme Under-Achieving Groups 
on the California Test of Personality. 
Total Adjustment Frequencies 
S cor e 
Interval li:xtreme Extreme Over-Achieving Under-Achieving 
Group Group 
\.I.) \i::J UJ 
163-167 .... 2 0 
158-162 •••• 1 0 
153-157 •••• 0 0 
148-152 .... 1 0 
143-147 •••• 1 2 
138-142 .... 1 1 
133-137 •••• 3 1 
128-132 •••• 1 1 
123-127 .... 0 0 
llB-122 .... 0 1 
ll3-ll7 .... 1 1 
108-112 .... 0 2 
103-107 •••• 0 1 
98-102 .... 0 0 
93-97 •••• 1 0 
88-92 •••• 0 0 
83-87 .... 0 1 
I Total •••• 12 ll 
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' extreme over-achievers are found as compared with six pupils or 55 per cent 
! of the extreme under-achievers. 
The median score of the extreme over-achieving group falls in the score~ 
interval of 133-137 and the median score for the extreme under-achievers 
falls in the score-interval of 118-120. 
Table 5 presents the range of scores, obtained by the extreme over-
achievers and under-achievers, in the Self Adjustment and Social Adjustment 
areas on the California Test Of Personality. 
An examination of Table 5 shows that there is an apparent scoring trend. 
Table 5. Distribution of Self Adjustment and Social Adjustment Scores 
of the Extreme Over-Achieving and the ~reme Under-Achieving 
Groups on the California Test of Personality. 
Self Adjustment Frequencies Social Adjustment Frequencies 
Score 
Extreme Extreme Elctreme Extreme 
Interval Over Under over Over 
Achieving Achieving Achieving Achieving 
Group Group Group Group 
llJ l2J lJJ l4J l!:>J 
83-85 ••• l 0 1 0 
80-82 ••• 0 0 2 0 
77-79 ••• 2 0 0 0 
74-76 ••• 0 1 1 0 
71-73 ... 3 2 2 1 
68-70 ... 3 0 2 3 
65-67 ••• l l 1 l 
62-64 ••• 0 l 0 0 
59-61 ... 0 l l 3 
56-58 ••• l 1 1 0 
53-55 ... 0 l 0 2 
So-52 ... 0 2 l 0 
47-49 ••• 0 0 0 0 
44-46 ... 0 1 0 0 
41-4) ... l 0 0 0 
38-40 ... 0 0 0 1 
Total ... 12 11 12 11 
i 
~~c~o=1f·· 
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taken by each of the two groups. The extreme over-achievers show a concen-
tration of scores in the upper portion of the distribution, particularly in 
the scoring range of 65 through 85. The extreme under-achievers show a con-
centration of scores in the lower paetion of the distribution, in the scorinJ 
range of 38 through 64. 
The median score for the extreme over-achievers, for both the Self Adj-,! 
ustment and Social Adjustment areas, falls in the score-interval of 68-70. 
The median score for the extreme unde-r-achievers, for both of the 
adjustment areas of the test, is located in the same score-interval of 59-61~ 
Table 6 presents the distribution of the scores of the Self Adjustment 1 
and Social Adjustment subtests as obtained by the extreme over-achieving and' 
extreme under-achieving groups on the California Test of Personality. 
An inspection of Table 6 reveals apparent differences between the two 
i 
study groups. In the scoring range of 11 through 15, differences may be note~ 
in the Self Adjustment subtests of: 
1. Self Reliance 
2. Sense of Personal Worth 
3. Sense of Personal Freedom 
4. Feeling of Belonging 
5. Freeom from Withdrawing Tendencies 
In the Social Adjustment area, apparent differenves may be noted in the, 
following subtests: 
1. Freedom From Anti-Social Tendencies 
2. Family Relations 
3. School Relations 
4. Community Relations 
-~-= 
---'-===== 
Table 6. 
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Distribution of Self Adjustment and Social Adjustment Subtest 
Scores of Extreme Over-Achievers and Extreme Under-Achievers 
on the California Test of Personality. 
Self Adjustment Subtest Frequencies 
' Score Self- Sense of Sense of Feeling of Withdrawing Nervous 
Reliance Personal Personal Belonging Tendencies Symptoms 
Worth Freedom 
H L H L H L H L H L H L 
15 ••• 4 l 3 3 2 
l4 ••• 2 l 3 2 3 l l l l l 
13 ••• 2 2 2 l l 4 3 
12 ••• l 2 l l l 2 l l 4 
11 ••• 2 2 4 3 2 l l 2 3 2 
lO •• 4 2 2 2 3 l l 
9 •• l l l l 2 l l 3 3 
a •• 2 2 2 l l 3 
7 •• 3 2 2 
6 •• l l l l 2 
'··· 
2 l 
4 •• 
3 •• l l 
r-
Total 12 ll 12 ll 12 ll 12 ll 12 ll l2 ll 
Social Adjustment Subtes~ Frequencies 
Score 
Social Social Anti-Social Family School Connnunity 
Standards Skills Tendencies Helations Relations Relations 
H L H L H L H L H L H L 
15 •• 3 l l 3 l l l 14 •• 2 7 2 3 2 2 2 l 
13 •• 4 l l l l l l l 3 l 
12 •• 2 l 3 l 2 l 2 2 
ll •. l 2 2 3 2 l 2 2 l 2 
lO •• 4 4 2 3 l l 3 l 2 
9·· l l 3 l l l l 2 l 2 a ••. l l 3 2 2 l 
7 ••• l l 2 3 l 
6 •• l l 
;, ... l l 
4 •• 
3 ••• l 
Total 12 ll 12 ll 12 ll 12 ll 12 ll l2 ll 
H - ~reme Over-Achievers 
L - Extreme Under-Achievers 
=---=-~--·t:-::--- - --- -~~==~~~~== ~ --- -~
-~------ -- ______ _::__------ ----_o;:-_:-=--=---=-=~--~-::_-=~--=-=---
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Data obtained from the Mooney Problem Check List. - Table 7 presents . 
the distribution of the total 'census counts' of the over-achieving and 
under-achieving groups on the Mooney Problem Check List. 
A study of Table 7 reveals that there appears to be no apparent diff-
erences between the range of census counts of the two study groups. 
The median for the the over-achieving group is located. in the: count-
interval of 28-32. 
The median for the under-achieving group falls in the same count-inter-. 
val as the median for the over-achievers. 
Table 7. Distribution of Total Problem Census Counts for the Over-
Achieving and the Under-Achieving Groups on the Mooney 
troblem Check List. 
' 
Count Total Problems Frequencies 
Int&.rval Over-Achieving Under-Achieving 
Group Group 
(1} l2J lJJ 
8-12 •••• 0 1 
13-17 •••• 3 6 
18-22 •••• 6 7 
23-27 •••• 5 3 
28-32 •••• 9 7 
33-37 •••• 4 2 
38-42 •••• 0 2 
43-47 .... 0 2 
48-52 •••• 3 2 
53-57 •••• 2 1 
58-62 •••• 0 1 
63-67 •••• 1 1 
68-72 •••• 1 1 
73-77 •••• 0 1 
78-82 •••• 1 0 
83-87 •••• 0 1 
Total •••• 35 38 
-- --- --- - -:=-.~.~-~ •• :_--=-=:-c=-:- ---- -----
Table 8. Distribution of the Problem-Area Census-Counts of 
Over-Achieving and Under-Achieving Groups on the 
Mooney Problem Check List. 
Problem F r e q u e n c i e s 
Scores Health & Jloney, Boy & Relations 
Physical School Home & Work, Girl to People 
Develop- Fa.mily Future Rela- in Gen-
ment tions eral 
~1) ~2) l J n ,) l J ~0 \ ) 
H L H L H L H L H L H L 
o .... 5 9 7 1 2 1 4 7 
1 •..• 7 6 2 10 9 7 3 5 4 6 
2 •••• 7 7 4 3 7 7 8 6 2 3 7 
3 •••• 4 5 3 1 3 4 4 6 5 7 6 4 
4 ...• 4 7 2 2 9 4 4 3 7 8 7 5 •••• 5 3 2 3 1 1 5 3 5 3 3 3 
6 .•.• 6 2 4 4 3 2 1 3 
7 •••• 2 7 5 2 3 7 2 3 
B •••• 4 5 1 3 1 5 1 1 
9 •••• 2 3 1 1 1 2 
10 •••• 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 2 
11 •••• 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 
12 •••• 2 1 1 1 
13 .••• 2 1 
14 •••• 1 1 1 
15 •••• 1 1 
16 •..• 1 1 1 1 
17 ••.• 1 
18 •••• 1 
19 ••.• 1 1 2 
20 •••• 
21 •••• 1 1 
22 •••• 
23 •••• 
24 •••• 
Total •• 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 35 38 
H - Over-Achievers 
L - Under-Achievers 
=-==-----===----=----=-----=--=--=-=-----=---=-------==-=--- -----===---=-=---"= - -
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Self-
Centered 
Concerns· 
tl) 
H L 
2 
2 5 
5 7 
6 3 
5 2 
4 3 
1 2 
5 3 
4 
1 4 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
35 38 
--- ---·-------------
--- - - -- . - - -- - - --
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Table 8 presents the distribution of census counts in the seven problem. 
areas of the Mooney Problem Check List, as obtained from the over-achieving 
and under-achieving groups. 
An inspection of Table 8 reveals that the distribution of problem 
, census counts for both groups are so closely ranged that it is difficult to 
' 
determine, by mere visual inspection, differences between the two groups. 
Table 9 presents the distribution of the problem census counts for the 
extreme over-achieving and extreme under-achieving groups on the Mooney Prob,. 
' lem Check List. 
Table 9. Distribution of Total Problems Census Counts of the Extreme 
Over-Achieving and the Extreme Under•Achieving Groups on the 
Mooney Problem Check List. 
Count Total Problem Frequencies 
Interval iillctreme Extreme 
Over-Achieving Under-Achieving 
Group Group 
l.lJ l~J UJ 
17-19···· 0 1 
20-22 •••• 2 0 
23-25 •••• 3 2 
26-28 •••• 0 2 
29-31 .... 3 0 
32-34 .... 1 1 
35-37 •••• 0 1 
38-40 .... 0 0 
41-43 •••• 0 0 
44-46 •••• 0 0 
47-49 .... 1 1 
50-52 .... 0 0 
53-55 •••• 1 0 
56-58 •••• 0 1 
59-61 •••• 0 1 
62-64 .... 1 0 
65-67 .... 0 1 
Total •••• 12 11 
--- -----~---··~ 
-- ~-------------
An examination of Table 9 reveals that total problem counts distributio~ 
for both groups are very much alike. The greatest difference appears to fall 
n in the count-range of 28 through 17, where we find five extreme over-achiev-
8J!S or 42 per cent of that group as compared to three under-achievers or 27 
per cent of that group. 
The median problem-count for the extreme over-achieving group falls in 
the count-interval of .29-31. 
The median problem-count for the extreme under-achieving group falls in 
the count-interval 32-34 
Table 10 presents the distribution of the census counts in the seven 
problem areas of the Mooney Problem Check List, as obtained by the extreme 
over-achievers and the extreme under-achievers. 
A study of Table 10 reveals that there appear to be differences 
between the extreme over-achievers and the extreme under-achievers in the 
problem areas of Home and Family and lfoney-Work-the-Future. 
Data obtained from the Health Information Record. -- Table ll presents 
the distribution of scores obtained by the over-achieving and under-achiev-
ing groups on the Health Information Record. 
In the case of the Health Information Record, the highest score is zero 
which indicated the lack of physical complaints. 
An inspection of the Table ll reveals that differences between the two 
groups appear in the upper and lower portions of the distribution. In the 
scaring range of 2 through 16, twenty-one under-achievers or about 55 per 
cent of that group are found as compared with thirteen over-achievers or 
about 37 per cent of that group. In the scoring range of 26 through 40, 
eight pupils or approximately 23 per cent of the over-acnievers are found as 
compared with only three students or about 8 per cent of the under-achievers~ 
'I 
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Table 10. Distribution of the Problem-Area Census-counts of 
Extreme Over-Achieving and Extreme Under-Achieving 
Groups on the Moon~ Problem Check List. 
Problem F r e q u e n c i e s 
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Health Home & Money, Boy & !Relations Self-
Scores Physical School Family Work, Girl to People Centered 
Develop- Future Rela- in Gen- Concerns 
ment tiona eral 
~J.) l J l } l .) l •) lb. l J ,0) 
H L H L H L H L H L H L H L 
o .... 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 
1 .... 3 3 2 1 1 2 
2 •••• 4 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 ) .... 1 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 3 3 
4 .... 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 5 .••• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 
6 ••.• 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 
7 •••• 2 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 1 
8 •••• 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
9 •••• 1 2 3 
10 •••• 1 2 1 1 
11 •••• 1 1 1 1 1 
12 •••• 1 1 
13 • ••• 1 1 
14 •.•• 
15 ...• 
16 •••• 1 
17 •••• 
18 •••• 
19 •• •• 1 1 
20 •••• 
21 •••• 1 1 
Total •• 12 11 12 11 12 11 12 11 12 11 12 11 12 11 
H - Extreme Over-Achievers 
L - ~reme Under6Achievers 
··="===== 
:=._---==---==--=~·--- ----=-==- _ ___;_ 
Table ll. Distribution of Physical Complaints Scores of the Over-
Achieving and the Under-Achieving Groups on the Health 
Information Record. 
Score 
Physical Complaints Frequencies 
Interval Over-Achieving Under-Achieving 
Group Group 
ll) l2l_ t3) 
2-4 •••• 2 4 
5-7 •••• 5 7 
8-10 •••• 3 7 
ll-13 •••• 3 3 
14-16 •••• 5 4 
17-19 •••• 4 3 
20-22 •••• 2 3 
23-25 •••• 3 4 
26-28 •••• l 0 
29-31 •••• 2 0 
32-34 •••• l 0 
35-37 •••• 2 2 
38-40 •••• 2 l 
Total •••• 35 38 
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The median score for the over-achieving group falls in the score-inter-
val of 17-19. The median score for the under-achieving group falls in the 
score-interval of 14-16. 
Table 12 presents the di.stribution of scores obtained by the extreme 
over-achieving and extreme under-achieving groups on the Health Information 
Record. 
An inspection of Table 12 reveals that there are apparent differences 
between the two groups in the upper and middle portions of the distributions. 
In the scoring range of 2 through 10, there are only two pupils or about 17 
per cent of the over-achievers as compared with seven students or about 64 
per cent of the under-achievers. In the scoring range of ll through 22, six 
Table 12. Distribution of Physical Complaints Scores of the Extreme 
Over-Achieving and the Extreme Under-Achieving Groups on 
the Health Information Record. 
Score 
Physical Complaints Frequencies 
Interval Extreme Extreme Over-Achieving Under-Achieving 
Group Group 
(1) (2) l3) 
2-4 •••• 0 1 
5-7 •••• 1 3 
8-10 •••• 1 3 
11-13 •••• 2 0 
14-16 •••• 2 1 
17-19 •••• 1 0 
20-22 •••• 1 0 
23-25 •••• 2 1 
26-28 •••• 0 0 
29-31 •••• 1 0 
32-34 •••• 0 0 
35-37 •••• 1 1 
38-40 •••• 0 1 
Total •••• 12 11 
pupils or 50 per cent of the extreme over-achievers are found as compared 
~lth only one pupil or 9 per cent of the extreme under-achievers. 
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The median score for the extreme over-achi.evers falls in the same score-
interval as for the whole group of over-achievers, the interval of 17-19. 
The same situation exists for the extreme under-achievers and the whole group 
OJ~ under-achievers, both having the median score falling in the score-interval 
OJ~ 14-16. 
--t:-__:___:_ '=-=- _:--=--~ 
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2. Analysis of Measurement Data 
Method of anaJ.ysis of the data. -- Since the present study involved a 
·Comparison between the measures obtained from the over-achieving and under- ' 
.schieiring groups with the objective being to detBl'llline distinguishing factor',~ 
•Jf personality of the two study groups, it was decided to test the signifi- : 
c:ance of differences between the distribution of total and subtest scores 
through the use of the significance ratio technique. 
The procedure followed for the study. -- The application of the sig-
nificance ratio technique in the treatment of the data was done in the 
following manner: 
1. The means and the standard error of the means for the total and 
subtest score distributions for each of the measuring instruments 
lills determined. 
2. The differences between the means of the two study groups, the 
standard error of these differences and the significance ratios of 
these differences were determined. 
3. The statistical importance of the significaace ratios was determined 
by a comparison of the ratios with the critical values required for 
significamce at the 5 per cent, 2 per cent and 1 per cent levels. 
4. The writer experimented with both the standard formula and the small 
' 
sample formula for determining significance ratios for the extreme 
over and under achieving groups. It was felt that the ratios obtaine4 
,, 
through the small-sample formula appeared too large and rather than i 
presenting these findings it was decided to use the standard formula' 
with its resultant conservative ratios. 
Analysis of the results of the California Test of Personality. -- Table 
13 presents the means and the standard error of the means, the differences 
---- ----·- ------
-- - - --
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Table 13. Means and Standard Error of Means, Differences and Standard 
Error of Differences between Means, and Significance Ratios 
for Total and Subtest Scores for Over-Achieving and Under-
Achieving Groups on the California Test of Personality. 
Name of Over Under Standard 
Test or Achieving Achieving ~ifference Error of Significanc 
Subtest 
l.LJ 
Tc ,tal Adjustment 
!1.! Adjustment. 
>el! Reliance •• 
·· nse of Per-
:onal Worth •••• 
:ense of Per-
:onal Freedom •• 
F eeling of 
Belonging ••••• 
'ithdrawing 
Tendencies •••• 
N ervous 
Symptoms •••••• 
So cial Adjustment 
'ocial Standards s 
s 
A 
ocial Skills ••• 
nti-5ocial 
·rendencies • •••• 
'.amily Relatione F 
s 
c 
·~hool Relations 
·~mmunity 
lielations ••••• 
Group Mean Group Mean 
l<!J UJ 
!J.38.43!3.25 131.05!3.57 
68.58!1. 76 66.31!1.84 
9.94! .39 10.18! .48 
ll.09! .34 10.26± .40 
13 .o :t .33 ll.32= .66 
12.6 ± .45 ll.92± .43 
10.66! .49 10.24± .46 
ll.J.4! .36 u.6B± .4o 
69.35!1.63 64.82±2.03 
13.09!. .24 12. 71± .36 
10.86:!: .32 10. nt .41 
10.80:!: .44 9.66± .5o 
12.46!. .41 10.68'!. .59 
10.94:!: .45 10.16! .43 
11.54!. .40 n.o5; .42 
;~ Significant at the 2 per cent level. 
Difference Ratio 
l4J l!:>J lOJ 
7.38 4.82 1.53 
2.27 2.54 .85 
.24 .62 
·39 
.83 .52 1.60 
• 1.68 .74 2.41 
. 
.68 .62 1.10 
.42 .67 .63 
.54 .54 1.00 
4.53 2.60 1.70 
.38 .43 .88 
.15 .52 .29 
1.14 .66 l. 73 
l. 78 .72 2.48 ** 
.78 .62 1.26 
.49 .58 .84 
e 
! 
so 
Table 14. Means and Standard Error of Means, Differences and Standard 
Error of Differences between Means, and Significance Ratios 
for Total and Subtest Scores for Extreme Over-Achieving and 
Extreme UndeJ:"iioAchieving Groups on California Test of Personality. 
-
Name of 
Test or 
Subtest 
~J. J 
Tc •tal Adjustment. 
Se :lf Adjustment •• 
s 
s 
elf Reliance ••• 
ense of Per-
sonal Worth •••• 
s ense of Per-
sonal Freedom •• 
F eeliDg of 
Belonging •••.•• 
w ithdrawing 
~rendenci es • •••• 
N ~ervous 
aymptoms ••••• •• 
So •:ial Adjustment 
ocial Standards s 
s 
AI 
()Cial Skills ••• 
1ti-Social 
~?endencies • •••• 
F amily Relations 
s c:hool Relations 
·c C>DDDUnity 
Relations •••••• 
·. 
Extreme Extreme 
Over Under 
Achieving Achieving 
Group Mean Group Mean 
~~) UJ 
139.17~5.89 121.8 !: s. 73 
69.0 !:3.10 6o.54-!:2.99 
10.58± .57 9.27± .66 
10. 75!. .55 8.55! .74 
13.33~ .53 10.55±1,15 
11.83± .96 11.18± .94 
10.)3±1.02 9.0 -!:.. 70 
11.5± .51 12.09 ± .34 
69.75!2.91 61.09!2.90 
13.17:!: .49 13.55t .)4 
10.67± .41 10.64± .56 
10.67± .64 8.91:!: .49 
12.83!. .59 9.55!1.20 
10. 75"!: • 70 8.)6± .84 
11.8)± • 73 10.64± .81 
** Significant at the 5 per cent level. 
* Significant at the 2 per cent level. 
Standard 
~ifference Error of Significanc!O> 
Difference Ratio 
' l4J C>J ~OJ 
17-37 8.22 2.ll-
8.46 4.31 1.96 
1.31 .87 1.51 
2.20 .92 2.]9-
'! 
' 
2.78 1.26 2.21 -
.65 1.34 .49 
' 
1.33 1.24 1.07 
,, 
;; 
.59 .61 .97 
8.66 4.10 2.11 **. 
.)8 .60 .63 
.OJ .69 .04 
1.76 .81 2.19-
).28 1.34 2.44 * 
2.39 1.09 2.19 ** 
1.19 1.09 1.09 
. . ·==~==-=~ ~=~==~-1:= 
, and the standard error of the di!ferences between the means, and the sig-
rdficance ratios for the over-achieving and under-achieving groups on the 
~:alifornia Test of Personality. 
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An inspection of Table 13 reveals significant differences between the 
t.wo study groups in two areas of the California Test of Personality. These 
differences, in favor of the over-achieving group and significant at the 
<~ per cent level, are found in the areas of Family Relations and Sense of 
Personal Freedom. 
Table 14 presents the means and the standard error of the means, the 
differences and the standard error of the differences between the means, and,, 
t.he significance ratios for the extreme over-achieving and extreme under-
achieving groups on the California Test of Personality. 
An examination of Table 14 reveals the existence of differences, sig-
' 
nificant at the 5 per cent level, and in favor of the extreme over-achievers'! 
in the Total Adjustment and the Social Adjustment scores. 
Other differences in favor of the extreme over-achievers, significant 
at the 5 per cent level, are found in the following subtest areas: Sense of 
Personal Worth, Sense of Personal Freedom, Freedom from Anti-Social Tendenci~s, 
and School Relations. 
A difference, significant at the 2 per cent level, and favoring the 
over-achievers, was found in the area of Family Relations. 
Analysis of the results of the Mooney Problem Check List. -- Table 15 
presents the means and the standard error of the means, differences and the 
standard error of the differences between the means, and the significance 
~ ratios for the over-achieving and under-achieving groups on the Mooney 
Problem Check List. 
An inspection of Ta\Jle 15 reveals that there is only one significant 
t-ln-:l··~-n '~ii'.r"'·e:·· <'.'i 
&;J:>.JG..:. :Jf E.duc..aUOD 
Library ~ 
= 
Table 15. Means and Standard Error of Means, Differences and 
Standard Error of Differences between Means, and 
Significance Ratios for the Total Score and Problem 
Area Counts for the Over-Achieving and the Under-
Achieving Groups on the Mooney Problem Check List. 
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OVer Under Standard Significanc 
Problem Area Achieving Achieving Difference Error of Ratio Group Mean Group Mean Difference 
_\lJ ~<:) UJ ~4) ~:>) l 
Total 
Problems •••• 33.08±2.70 33.55±3.03 .47 4.06 .12 
Health and 
Physical 
.52 Development •• 3.74± .42 3.00.! .37 .74 1.32 
School •••••.•• 7.43"!: .75 8.53:!:. .73 1.10 1.05 1.05 
Home and 
-Family ••••••• 1.89:!: .28 3.03± .so 1.14 .57 2.00 
Money, Work 
the Future ••• 5.31:!: .52 5.03t .89 .28 1.03 .27 
Boy and Girl 
4.37:!:. .41 4.66± .so Relations •••• .29 .65 .45 
Relations to 
People in 
4.06:!:. .57 4.08:!:. .69 General •••••• .02 .89 .02 
Self-Centered 
Concerns ••••• 5.11 "!. .76 5.13 ±. .65 .58 1.00 .58 
** Significant at the 5 per cent level. 
e, 
=-===-:-==:::=-=:;~~--'-= ------ - ---- -----=--=-·-c-_·_-:-j-
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Table 16. Means and Standard El"ror of Means, Differences and 
Standard Error of Differences between Means, and 
Significance Ratios for the Total Score and Problem 
Area Counts for the Extreme Over-Achieving and 
Extreme Under-Achieving Groups on the Mooney Problem 
Check List. 
Extreme Extreme 
------:-::-----_:_::-_=--= 
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F 'roblem Area Ov-er Under Difference Standard Significan ce Achieving Achieving Error of Ratio 
Group Mean Group Mean Difference 
\J.) \~) UJ \4) \!:>) \OJ 
'otal 
Problems .•••• 33.50!4.00 38.18!5.03 4.68 6.43 .73 
H ealth and 
Physical 
3.25± .83 Development •• 3.09:! .49 .16 .96 .16 
s chool •••••••• 7.75!:1.45 10.36:':1.61 2.61 2.16 1.2::!. 
H orne and 
** Family ••••.•• 1.75! .52 4.15:!. • 74 2.43 .90 2.70 
oney, Work, 
5.58~1.10 4.00:!:1.57 1.58 the Future ••• 1.92 .82 
oy and Girl 
Relations •••• 4. 75:': .87 5.27!: .56 .52 1.03 .50 
B 
R elations to 
People in 
General •••••• 4.83:! .81 5.27'!:1.37 .44 1.59 .28 
s ·elf-centered 
Goncerns ••••• 5.oot .94 5.91±1.23 .91 1.55 .59 
** Significant at the l per cent level • 
. ,.. 
=---==:-~,.-coo ___ -_-_---::---:::=- ------------
; ~ 
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difference between the two groups. The difference, significant at the 5 per: 
cent level, is found in the problem area of Home and Fanily. 
Table 16 presents the means and the standard error of the means, the 
differences and the standard error of the differences between the means, 
and the significance ratios for the extreme over-achieving and the extreme 
under-achieving groups on the Mooney Problem Check List. 
An inspection of Table 16 reveals the existence of only one significan:l; 
difference, significant at the 1 per cent level and favoring the extreme lj 
over-achievers. This ~ifference is found in the problem area of the Home 
and Family. 
AnaJ.ysis of the results of the Health Information Record. - Table lT 
presents the means and the standard error of the means, the differences and:, 
the standard error of the differences between the means, and the significance 
ratios for the over-achieving and under-achieving groups on the Health 
Information Hecord. 
Table 18 presents the means and the standard error of the means, the 
differences and the standard error of the differences ;,etween the means, anci 
the significance ratios for the extreme over-achieving and the extreme 
under-achieving groups on the Health Information Record. 
Table 17. Deans and Standard JJ:rror of Means, Differences and Standard 
Error of Differences Between Means, and Significance Ratios 
for the Over-Achieving and Under-Achieving Groups on the 
Health Information Redord. 
Over Under Standard Significanc 
T e s t Achieving AchieviDg Difference Error of Ratio 
Group Mean Group Mean Difference 
~.!.) ~2) UJ ~4) \2L \t>) 
Physical 
Complaints 18.0:!: 1. 79 14.13= 1.53 3.87 2.33 1.66 
e ,, ,, 
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Table 18. Means and Standard Error of Means, Differences and Standard 
Error of Differences between Means, and Significance Ratios 
for the Extreme Over-Achieving and Extreme Under-Achieving 
Groups on the Health Informatiom Record. 
Extreme Extreme 
T e s t Over Under Difference Standard Significance Achieving Achieving Error of Ratio 
Group Mean Group Mean Difference 
ITT l ~ J UJ l4J (::>J l c, J 
Physical 
18.5:!:: 2.55 1.4. 7± 3.81 4.58 Complaints 3.80 .83 
An examination of Table 17 and Table 18 reveals that are no signifi-
cant differences to be found. It should be noted that in both cases, the 
under-achievers reported fewer physical complaints than the over-achievers. 
------:-::--=.:..: ---=.:-::::- -- -----'-"-'-'-=-=---o·---=--
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S1004ARY, CONCLUSI<lfS, AND SWGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Restatement o! the Problem 
Purpose of the study. - The purpose of this study was to determine 
the factors of personality adjustment or maladjustment that distinguish !! 
over-achieving pupils from und~-achieving pupils at the junior high school · 
level, 
Swmnary of procedure. - The logical treatment of the problem followed 
the lines of the pattern set forth below: 
1. Preparing a quintile classification of the ninth grade 
students, comparing the students' general ability with 
their actual school achievement. 
2. Determining the membership of the over-achieving and 
under-achieving groups by selecting those students 
whose achievement quintile ranking was above or below 
that of their ability quintile ranking. 
3. Administering the California Test of Personality, 
Intermediate Seriets Form X, the Mooney Problem Check 
List, Form J, and e Health Information Record to the 
students iri the over-achieVing and under-achieving groups, 
4. Scoring and tabulating the results of the measuring 
instruments, 
5. Constructing tables suitable for presenting the results 
obtained by the over-achieving and under-achieving groups 
on the measuring instruments. 
6. Determining, through a statistical treatment of the obtained 
data, the significance ratios of the differences between 
the scores of the over-achieving and under-achieving groups. 
7. !!.'valuating the results obtained. 
- 56 -
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2. Conclusions 
General finding. - An analysis of the results obtained by the over-
achieving and under-achieving groups on the California Test of Personality 
and the Mooney Problem Check List appears to indicate that a relationship 
does exist between scholastic over-achievement or under-achievement and 
personality adjustment. 
The California Test of Personality. - The analysis of the results of 
the California Test of Personality, reveals significant differences between 
the two study groups in favor of the over-achievers. 
Analysis of the data, obtained by the study groups as a whole, indicates 
differences in favor of the over-achievers, significant at the 2 per cent 
level, in the subtest areas of Sense of Personal Freedom add Family Relatious. 
The analysis of the results obtained by the extreme over-achievers and: 
extreme under-achievers indicates a greater number of differences than was 
found for the two study groups as a whole. Differences in favor of the over~ 
achievers, significant at the S per cent level, are found in the Total 
Adjustment score, the Social Adjustment score, and the subtest areas of 
Sense of Personal Worth, Sense of Personal Freedom, Anti-Social Tendencies,' 
and School Relations. A difference, significant at the 2 per cent level, is 
found in the area of Family Relations. 
These findings appear to indicate that, as the disparity between achie1te-
ment and general awility becomes greater, the differences in personality 
adjustment between the over-achievers and under-achievers become greater 
and more pronounced. 
The Mooney Problem Check List. - The analysis of the results obtained 
on the Mooney Problem Check List reveals that a difference between the 
of the two study groups, in favor of the over-achievers, is found in 
I 
- i' 
~\ 
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only one problem-area: the Home and Family. 
I 
~ the case of the data obtained by the groups as a whole, this diff-
erence in the area of the Home and Family is significant at the 5 per cent 
level. 
In the case of the data obtained by the extreme over and under achievel's, 
this difference is significant at the 1 per cent level. 
The findings on the Mooney Problem Check List appear to reinforce the 
findings on the California Test of Personality, where differences between 
the two study groups are found in the area of Family Relations and Sense of 
Personal Freedom. 
The findings on the Check List also appear to substantiate the conclu-· 
sion that as differences between achievement and ability become greater, 
differences in personality adjustment also become greater. 
The Health Information Record. - The analysis of the Health Information 
Recfrd reveals that no significant differences were found between the two 
study groups. 
Limitations. - The findings of the study must be viewed in the light 
of the limitations under which the study was made: 
1. The number of students involved in the study was small. 
2. The students involved in the study were selected from a 
restricted population, that is, they were drawn from only 
one grade in a single school. 
3. The validity and reliability of most personality inventories 
are, at their best, still questionable. 
4. The objectivity and honest value of the student's responses 
to the items on the measuring instruments was colored by: 
" 59 
a) The Willingness of the student to give truthful responses. 
b) The amount and depth of insight possessed by the student. 
3. Suggestions for FUrther Research 
Additional studies of the relationship of personality adjustment and 
achievement. -- To further establish the relationship of personality adjust• 
ment with achievement, it might be of value to conduct studies of the 
folloWing nature: 
1. A study, similar to the present one, but involving a much larger 
sampling of students and utilizing more refined instruments of 
personality measure. 
2. A study of the relationship of personality with achievement among 
groups of students who are in the upper quarter of their class 
and students who are in the lower quarter of their class. 
3. A study of the relationship of personality with achievement among 
groups of students who are considered good school citizens and 
students who are termed disciplinary problems. 
4. A study of the relationship of teacher-personality with student-
personality and student-achievement. 
o:..:-:=-==---------·---"~-=--=--~__:;_:;;_----::::---
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A Intermediate Series Grades 7-10 
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY-INTERMEDIATE Form A 
A PROFILE OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 
Devised by Willis W Clark, Ernest W Tiegs, and Louis P Thorpe 
Name _______________________________________________________________________________________________ Grade ________________________ Sex: Boy-Girl 
SchooL .................... --··-------····--- -·-----------------·----------·---------Age ........ Birthday _____________________________________ _ 
Teacher· --------·------------------------·------------·--------------------------····· ____________________ Date ________________ _______________________ _ 
COMPONENTS 
1. Self Adjustment 
A. Self-reliance 
Pos-
si- Stu-
ble dent's 
Score Score 
90 
15 
B. Sense of Personal Worth 15 
C. Sense of Personal Freedom 15 
D. Feeling of Belonging 
E. Withdrawing Tendencies 
(Freedom from) 
F Nervous Symptoms 
(Freedom from) 
2. Social Adjustment 
A. Social Standards 
B. Social Skills 
C. Anti-social Tendencies 
(Freedom from) 
15 
15 
15 
90 
15 
15 
15 
Per-
cent-
ile 
Rank 
PERCENTILE 
(Chart Student's Percentile Rank Here) 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 10 80 'go 99 
1- l- l- l-' - l- 1- 1- l-l-l-1 
···1·-····-l·-·····1--·····1-----···l ----·..l.-..... l--·-·-··l········l---·····l 
I . ---1--------1-----··-1·-·--···1- 1---- -1--- ····-1---·-··-1---·····1--- ·····1 
1- .. --1- ···---1·-······1··-·· -1- -1----· -1·······-1······--1---····-1·-······' 
1---···--1·····.··1·-···-··'········l--. ·--1---- ---1·-····--1········1········1·-···-·· 
l ·····1-·--····1· .... .1. ........... ..l. ..... ..l. ...... -1 ..... --1----···· !-·······' 
I ------!--------1-·-·····1---- ..... - 1- ---·· -1----··--1-- ·----1--------1-·-····-· 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99 
-- - 1- l- 1- :- l- '- 1- 1- 1- 1 
1-- ····-1·-·····-l·······-l·-······1········1---·····l········l···· ····l-·······1-·······' 
J. ····-1·-······l········'········l·-·····-1---·····l·-······l--······l---·····1---·····, 
I ·····-1-···-- -1-...... J ........ j ........ j ........ j ........ j ........ j ... ..... l ........ 1 
D. Family Relations 15 --. 1---· ·-· ~ 1--- ····-I-·-···· -I--·--·· -I-··---· -I-· ---·· -I-··-----I-·- ----- I------- -I·------ -l 
E. School Relations 15 
F Community Relations 15 
TOTAL ADJUSTMENT 180 
1- .. --l---·····l·-······l·······-1---····· l---·· ··· l- --··· ··1 ---··· ··'········1--······ 
I -1-- ---1-------1---- -I . 1----- -I ... -I- -·----:--------1- ----···1 
l-1-:--'- l- 1- 1- l- l- , 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99 
PERCENTILE 
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INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES 
First look at each thing in this test. Make a Circle around the L for each thmg that you 
like or would very much like to do. Then make a circle around the D for thmgs you really do. 
1 l D Play the radto 
2. L D Read stones 
3. L D Go to movies 
4. L D Read comtc stnps 
5. L D Work problems 
6. L D Study history 
7. L D Study science 
8. L D Study hterature 
9. l D Do cross-word 
puzzles 
10. L D Study trees 
11 L D Study birds 
12. L D Study animals 
13. L D Study butterflies 
14. L D Draw or pamt 
15. L D Work m laboratory 
16. L D Model or design 
17 L D Do housework 
18. L D Smg 
19 L D Play piano 
20. L D Make a scrapbook 
1 L D Keep a d1ary 
,} 
2. L D Wnte poems 
23. L D Speak pieces 
24. L D Play an instrument 
25. L.O Visit museums 
26. L D Collects stamps 
27 L D Collect coins 
28. L D Collect autographs 
29. L D Collect pictures 
30. L D Use a camera 
31 L D Sew or knit 
32. L D Repair things 
33. L D Make boats 
34 L D Make airplanes 
35. L D Make a radio 
36. L D Work with tools 
37 L D Have a garden 
38. L D Dnve an automobile 
39. L D Play wrth pets 
40. L D Ratse ammals 
41 L D Go fishing 
42. L D Climb or hike 
43. L D Skate 
44. L D Ride a bicycle 
45. L D Rtde a horse 
46. L D Practice first aid 
47 l D Play cards 
48. L D Play dommoes 
49. L D Play checkers 
50. L D Play chess 
51 l D Go to church 
52. L D Go to Sunday 
School 
53. ~ D Belong to a club 
54. L D Belong to YMCA 
or YWCA 
55. · L D Go to parks 
56. L D Engage In sports 
57 L D Go to a circus 
58. L D Smg m a chorus 
59. L D Smg in a glee club 
60. L D Belong to a gang 
61 L.D Play ping pong 
62. L D Play croquet 
63. L [) Play baseball 
64. L D Play tennis 
65. L D Go hunting 
66. l D Go ndmg with 
others 
67 L D Play in band 
68. l D Play in an orchestra 
69. l D Go to church socials 
70. l D Go to parties 
71 L D Go to dances 
72. L D Be an officer of a club 
73. L D Be a class officer 
74. L D Go camping 
SECTION 1 A 
1 Do you keep on working even if 
the job is hard? YES NO 
2. Is It hard for you to be calm 
when thmgs go wrong? YES NO 
3. Does it usually bother you 
when people do not agree with 
you? YES NO 
4. When you are around strange 
people do you usually feel 
uneasy? YES NO 
5 Is it easy for you tQ admit 
it when you are In the 
wrong? YES NO 
6. Do you have to be remmded 
often to finish your work? YES NO 
7 Do you often think about the 
kind of work you want to do 
when you grow up? YES NO 
8. Do you feel bad whtm your 
classmates make fun of you? YES NO 
9. Is it easy for you to meet or 
introduce people? YES NO 
10. Do you usually feel sorry for 
yourself when you get hurt? YES NO 
11. Do you find it easier to do what 
your fnends plan than to make 
your own plans? YES NO 
12. Do you find that most people 
try to boss you? YES NO 
13 Is it easy for you to talk to im-
portant people? YES NO 
4. Do your friends often cheat you 
in games? YES NO 
15 Do you usually fimsh the things 
that you start? YES NO 
Score Section 1 A ............................... , ... ·--·· 
SECTION 1 B 
16. Are you often mvited to 
parties where both boys and 
girls are present? YES NO 
17. Do you find that a good many 
people are mean? YES NO 
18. Do most of your friends seem 
to think that you are brave 
or strong? YES NO 
19 Are you often asked to help 
plan parties? YES NO 
20. Do people seem to thmk that 
you have good ideas? YES NO 
21. Are your friends usually in-
terested in what you are 
doing? YES NO 
22. Are people often unfatr to 
you? YES NO 
23 Do your classmates seem to 
think you are as bnght as 
they are? YES NO 
24. Are the other students glad 
that you are m their class? YES NO 
25 Do both boys and girls seem 
to like you? YES NO 
26. Do you have a hard time 
domg most of the thmgs you 
try? YES NO 
27 Do you feel that people do 
not treat you as well as they 
should? YES NO 
28. Do many of the people you 
know seem to dislike you? YES NO 
29 Do people seem to think you 
are going to do well when 
you grow up? YES NO 
30. Do you find that people do 
not treat you very well? YES NO 
Score Section 1 8--··········-···········--·-- ·------·---
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SECTION 1 C 
31. Are you allowed to say what 
you think about most things? YES NO 
3 2. Are you allowed to choose 
your own friends? YES NO 
33 . Are you allowed to do many 
of the thmgs you want to do? YES NO 
34. Do you feel that you are 
punished for too many little 
things? YES NO 
3 5 Do you have enough spend-
ing money? YES NO 
36. Are you usually allowed to 
go to socials where both boys 
and girls are present? YES NO 
3 7 Do your folks usually let you 
help them decide about 
thiqgs? YES NO 
38. Are you scolded for thmgs that 
do not matter much? YES NO 
3 9 Are you allowed to go to as 
many shows and entertain-
ments as your friends? YES NO 
40. Do you feel that your friends 
can do what they want to 
more than you can? YES NO 
41 Do you have enough time for 
play and fun? YES NO 
42. Do you feel that you are not 
allowed enough freedom? YES NO 
43 Do your folks let you go 
around with your friends? YES NO 
44. Do you help pick out your 
own clothes? YES NO 
45 Qo other people decide what 
you shall do most of the time? YES NO 
Score Section 1 C ........................ . 
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SECTION 1 D 
46. Do you find it hard to get 
acquainted with new stu-
dents? YES NO 
47. Are you considered as strong 
and healthy as your friends? YES N 
48. Do you feel that you are liked 
by both boys and girls? YES NO 
49 Do most people seem to en joy 
talking to you? YES NO 
50. Do you feel that you fit well 
mto the school where you go? YES NO 
• 
51 . Do you have enough good 
fnends? YES NO 
52 . Do your fnends seem to think 
that your folks are as success-
ful as theirs? YES NO 
53 Do you often feel that teachers 
would rather not have you in 
their classes? YES NO 
54. Are you usually invited to 
school and neighborhood 
parties? YES NO 
55. Is it hard for you to make 
friends? YES NO 
56. Do you feel that your class-
mates are glad to have you 
in school? YES NO 
57 Do members of the opposite 
sex seem to like you as well 
as they do your friends? YES NO 
58. Do your friends seem to want 
you With them? YES NO 
59 Do people at school usually 
pay attention to your ideas? YES N 
60. Do the other boys and girls 
seem to have better times at 
home than you do? YES NO 
Score Section 1 0 ...................................... .. 
SECTION 1 E 
61 Have you noticed that many 
people do and say mean 
things? YES NO 
62. Does it seem as if most 
people cheat whenever they 
can? YES NO 
63 . Do you know people who are 
so unreasonahle that you hate 
them? YES NO 
64. Do you feel that most people 
can do things better than 
you can? YES NO 
65 Have you found that many 
people do not mind hurting 
your feelings? YES NO 
66. Would you rather stay away 
from parties and social 
affairs? YES NO 
67. Have you often felt that older 
pe?ple had it in for you? YES NO 
68. Do you have more problems 
to ,worry about than most 
boys or girls? YES NO 
69 Do you often feel lonesome 
even with people around you? YES NO 
70. Have you often noticed that 
people do not treat you as 
fairly as they should? YES NO 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
Do you worry a lot because 
you have so many problems? 
Is it hard for you to talk to 
classmates of the opposite 
sex? 
Have you often thought that 
younger boys and girls have 
a better time than you do? 
Do you often feel like crying 
because of the way people 
neglect you? 
Do too many people try to 
take advantage of you? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
. 
YES NO · 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Score Section 1 E........... .. ... .. ... . ... . . 
SECTION 1 F 
76. Do you frequently have sneez-
ing spells? YES NO 
77. Do you sometimes stutter 
when you get excited? YES NO 
78. Are you often bothered by 
headaches? YES NO 
79. Are you often not hungry 
even at tneal time? YES NO 
80. Do you usually fincl it hard to 
sit still? YES NO 
81 Do your eyes hurt often? Y"ES NO 
82. Do you often have to ask 
people to repeat what they · 
just said? YES NO 
83. Do you often forget what you 
are reading? YES NO 
84. Are you sometimes troubled 
because your muscles twitch? YES NO 
85 Do you find that many people 
do not speak clearly enough 
for you to hear them well? YES NO 
86. Are you troubled . because of 
having many colds? 
87. Do most people consider you 
restless? 
88. Do you usually find it hard to 
go to ·sleep? 
89. Are you tired much of the 
time? 
90. Are you often troubled by 
nightmares or bad dreams? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Score Section 1 F ... .. .. .............................. . 
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SECTION 2 A SECTION 2 B 
91. ls it all right for one to avoid 
work that he does not have to 
106. When people annoy you do 
you usually keep It to your-
to do? YES NO 
92. Is it always necessary to keep 107 
promises and appomtments? YES NO 
93 Is it necessary to be kmd to 
people you do not like? YES NO 108. 
94. Is it all right to make fun of 
people who have peculiar 
notions? YES NO 
95 Is it necessary to be courteous 109 
to disagreeable persons? YES NO 
96. 
97 
98. 
99 
100. 
101 
102. 
103 
Does a student nave the nght 110. 
to keep the thmgs that he 
finds? YES NO 111 
Should people have the right 
to put up "keep off the grass" 
stgnsr YES NO 112· 
Shc~mld a person always thank 
others for small favors even 
though they do not help any? YES NO 
113 
Is it all right to take thmgs 
that you really need if you YES NO 114. 
have no money? 
Should nch boys and girls be 115 
treated better than poor 
ones? YES NO 
Is it all right to laugh at 
people who are in trouble tf 
they look funny enough? YES NO 
Is it Important that one be 
friendly to all new students? YES NO 
116. 
117 
When people have foolish 118. 
beliefs is it all right to laugh 
at them? YES NO 
104. If you know you will not be 119 
caught is it ever all right to 
cheat? YES NO 
105 Is it all right to make a fuss 120. 
when your folks refuse to let 
you go to a movie or party? YES NO 
I 
Score Section 2 A ................. ...................... . 
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self? YES NO 
Is It easy for you to remember 
the names of the people you 
meet? YES NO 
Have you found that most 
people talk so much you have 
to mterrupt them to get a word 
m edgewise? YES NO 
Do you prefer to have parties 
at your own home? YES NO 
Do you usually enJOY talkmg 
to people you have just met? YES NO 
Do you often find that 1t pays 
to help people? YES NO 
Is it easy for you to pep up 
a party when 1t IS gettmg 
dull? YES NO 
Can you lose games WIthout 
lettmg people see that It 
bothers you? YES NO 
Do you often mtroduce people 
to each other? YES NO 
Do you find it hard to help 
plan parties and other socials? YES NO 
Do you find 1t easy to make 
new fnends? YES NO 
Are you usually wilhng to 
play games at socials even if 
you haven't played them be-
fore? YES NO 
Is it hard for you to say nice 
things to people when they 
have done well? YES NO 
Do you find It easy to help 
your classmates have a good 
time at parties? YES NO 
Do you usually talk to new 
boys and gtrls when you meet 
them? YES NO 
Sc:.ore Section 2 & .......................................• 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127 
128. 
129 
130. 
131 
132. 
133 
134. 
135 
SECTION 2 C 
Do you have to get tough 
with some people in order to 
get a fair deal? YES NO 
Do you find that you are 
happier when you can treat 
unfair people as they r~ally 
deserve? YES NO 
Do you sometimes need to 
show anger to get your 
rights? 
Do your classmates often 
force you to fight for thmgs 
that are yours? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
SECTION 2 D 
136. Are your folks fair about it 
when they make you do 
things? YES NO 
137. Do you often have good 
times at home with your 
family? YES NO 
138. 
139. 
140. 
Do you have good reasons for 
liking one of your folks 
better than the other? 
Do your folks seem to thmk 
that you will be a success? 
Do your folks seem to thmk 
you do your share at home? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Have you found that telling 
falsehoods is one of the easiest 
ways for people to get out 
of trouble? YES NO 141 Do your folks seem to feel 
that you are mterested m the 
wrong things? 
Do you often have to fight 
for your rights? 
Do your classmates often try 
to lilame you for the quarrels 
they start? 
Do you often have to start 
a fuss to get what is commg 
to you? 
Do people at school sometimes 
treat you so badly that you 
feel it would serve them right 
if you broke some things? 
Do you find some people so 
unfair that it is all right to be 
mean to them? 
Do you often have to push 
younger children out of the 
way to get rid of them? 
Do some people treat you so 
mean that you call them 
names? 
Is it all right to take things 
away from people who are 
unfair? 
Do you disobey teachers or 
your parents when they are 
unfair to you? 
Is it right to take things when 
people are unreasonable in 
denying them? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Score Section 2 C ......... .............................. . 
142 
143 
Do you and your folks agree 
about thmgs you like? 
Do members of your family 
YES NO 
YES NO 
start quarrels with you often? YES NO 
144. 
145 
146. 
147 
Do you prefer to keep your 
fnends away from your home 
because it is not attractive? 
Are you often accused of not 
being as nice to your folks 
as you should be? 
Do you ·have some of your 
fun when you are at home? 
Do you find it difficult to 
please your folks? 
148. Have you often felt as though 
you would rather not live at 
home? 
149 Do you sometimes feel that 
no one at home cares about 
you? 
150. Are the people in your home 
too quarrelsome? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Score Section 2 0 .......... .. .......... ................. . 
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151. 
152. 
153 
154. 
155. 
156. 
SECTION 2 E 
Have you found that your 
teachers understand you? 
Do you like to go to school 
affairs with members of the 
opposite sex? 
Is some of your school work 
so hard that you are in danger 
of failing? 
Have you often thought that 
some teachers care little about 
their students? 
Do some of the boys and 
girls seem to think that you 
do not play as fair as they 
do? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
166. 
167. 
168. 
169. 
170. 
171. 
SECTION 2 F 
Do you often visit at the 
homes of your boy and gtrl 
friends in your neighborhood? 
Do you have a habit of speak-
ing to most of the boys and 
girls in your neighborhood? 
Do most of the boys and girls 
near your home disobey the 
law? 
Do you play games with 
friends m your neighbor-
hood? 
Do any nice students of the 
opposite sex live near you? 
Are most of the people near 
your home the kind you can 
like? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Are some of the teachers so 
strict that it makes school 
work too hard? YES NO 172. Are there boys or girls of other 
157 races near your home whom Do .you enJOY talking with 
students of the opposite sex? YES NO you try to avoid? YES NO 
158. Have you often thought that 
some of the teachers are 
unfair? 
173 
YES NO 
159. Are you asked to JOlll m 174. 
school games as much as you 
should be? YES NO 
160. Would you be happier m 175 
161 
162. 
163 
164. 
165. 
school if the teachers were 
kinder? YES NO 
Do you have better times 
alone than when you are with 
other boys and girls? 
Do your classmates seem to 
like the way you treat them? 
Do you think the teachers 
want boys and girls to enjoy 
each other's company? 
Do you have to keep away 
from some of your classmates 
because of the way they treat 
you? 
Would you stay away from 
school oftener if you dared? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Score Section 2 E _____ _____ ----· ____ _ 
176. 
177 
178. 
179 
180. 
-8-
Do you sometimes go to neigh-
borhood parties where both 
boys and girls are present? 
Are there people m your 
neighborhood that you find it 
YES NO 
hard to like? YES NO 
Do you have good times with 
the boys and girls near your 
home? YES NO 
Are there several people living 
near you whom you would not 
care to visit? 
Is it necessary to be nice to 
persons of every race? 
Are there any people in your 
neighborhood so a,nnoying 
that you would like to do 
something mean to them? 
Do you like most of the boys 
and girls in your neighbor-
hood? 
Do you feel that the place 
where you live IS not very 
interesting? 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
Score Section 2 f ________ ___________ ·-·-·- . 
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This is a list of some of the problems of boys and girls. You are to pick out the problems which 
are troubling you. 
Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which is troubling you, draw a line under it. 
For example, if you are often bothered by headaches, you would draw a line under the first item, 
like this, "1 Often have headaches." 
When you have finished reading through the whole lis.t and marking the problems which are 
troubling you, please answer the questions on Page 5. 
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DIRECTIONS: Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem which 
troubles you, draw a line under it. 
Often have headaches 36. Too short for my age 
Don't get enough sleep 37 Too tall for my age 
Have trouble with my teeth 38. Having poor posture 
Not as healthy as I should be 39. Poor complexion or skin trouble 
Not getting outdoors enough 40. Not good looking 
Getting low grades in school 41 Afraid of failing in school work 
Afraid of tests 42. Trouble with arithmetic 
Being a grade behind in school 43. Trouble with spelling or grammar 
Don't like to study 44. Slow in reading 
Not interested in books 45 Trouble with writing 
Being an only child 46. Sickness at home 
Not living with my parents 47 Death in the family 
Worried about someone in the family 48. Mother or father not living 
Parents working too hard 49. Parents separated or divorced 
Never having any fun with mother or dad 50. Parents not understanding me 
Spending money foolishly 51 Too few nice clothes 
Having to ask parents for money 52. Wanting to earn some of my own money 
Having no regular allowance 53. Wanting to buy more of my own things 
Family worried about money 54. Not knowing how to buy things wisely 
Having no car in the family 55. Too little spending money 
Not allowed to use the family car 56. Girls don't seem to like me 
Not allowed to run around with the kids I like 57 Boys don't seem to like me 
Too little chance to go to parties 58. Going out with the opposite sex 
Not enough time for play and fun 59. Dating 
Too little chance to do what I want to do 60. Not knowing how to make a date 
26. Slow in making friends 61 Being teased 
27 Bashful 62. Being talked about 
28. Being left out of things 63. Feelings too easily hurt 
29. Never chosen as a leader 64. Too easily led by other people 
30. Wishing people liked me better 65. Picking the wrong kind of friends 
31 Being nervous 66. Getting into trouble 
32. Taking things too seriously 67 Trying to stop a bad habit 
33. Getting too excited 68. Sometimes not being as honest as I should be 
34. Being afraid of making mistakes 69. Giving in to temptations 
35. Failing in so many things I try to do 70. Lacking self-control 
.ll 
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71 Not eating the right food 106. Often have a sore throat 
72. Often not hungry for my meals 107 Catch a good many colds 
73. Overweight 108. Often get sick 
74. Underweight 109. Often have pains in my stomach 
75. Missing too much school because of illness 110. Afraid I may need an operation 
76. Not spending enough time in study 111 Don't like school 
77 Too much school work to do at home 112. School is too strict 
78. Can't keep my mind on my studies 113. So often feel restless in classes 
79. Worried about grades 114. Not getting along with a teacher 
80. Not smart enough 115. Teachers not practicing what they preach 
81 Being treated like a small child at home 116. Being criticized by my parents 
82. Parents favoring a brother or sister 117 Parents not liking my friends 
83. Par~nts making too many decisions for me 118. Parents not trusting me 
84. Parents expecting too much of me 119. Parents old-fashioned in their ideas 
85. Wanting things my parents won't give me 120. Unable to discuss certain problems at home 
86. Restless to get out of school and into a job 121 Choosing best subjects to take next term 
87 Not knowing how to look for a job 122. Deciding what to take in high school 
88. Neeqing to find a partrtime job now 123. Wanting advice on what to do after high school 
89. Having less money than my friends have 124. Wanting to know more about college 
90. Having to work too hard for the money I get 125. Wanting to know more about trades 
91 Nothing interesting to do in my spare time 126. No place to entertain friends 
92. I So often not allowed to go out at .night 127 Ill at ease at social affairs 
93. Not allowed to have dates 128. Trouble in keeping a conversation going 
94. Wanting to know more about girls 129. Not sure of my social etiquette 
95. Wanting to know more about boys 130. Not sure about proper sex behavior 
96. Wanting a more pleasing personality 131 Awkward in meeting people 
97 Being made fun of 132. Wanting to be more like other people 
98. Being picked on 133. Feeling nobody understands me 
99. Being treated like an outsider 134. Missing someone very much 
100. People finding fault with me 135. Feeling nobody likes me 
101 Not having as much fun as other kids have 136. Being careless 
102. Worrying 137 Daydreaming 
103. Having bad dreams 138. Forgetting things 
104. Lacking self -confidence 139. Being lazy 
105. Sometimes wishing I'd never been born 140. Not taking some things seriously enough 
DIRECTIONS: When you have finished marking the problems which are 
troubling you, answer the questions on page 5. 
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QUESTIONS 
What problems are troubling you most? Write about two or three of these if you care to. 
2. Would you like to spend more time in school in trying to do something about some of your problems? 
3. Would you like to talk to someone about some of your problems? 
lOOT . llOR iATIO RECORD 
Sex~ Ua.le Female_; Age _; Birthday _____ ; Height ___ ; Weight 
Gr de --~ Group -------
Kindly check in the appropriate column between which ages you have had the folloiTing 
~~ysical Complaints. If you cannot. remember ever having had the complaint or illness, 
just leave it blank. I£ you have always had it, please eheck the square under each age 
group. If you have or have had it many times, please the square twice. 
c 
\ ;, o:.·- .1 ~~~713· ·:· ·· \ 0 - • 7 ~8~; l3 -
i~e;·~~,<~----~~=--t!:::~~~~.---~~-~·~~~;;;-·--~···--~~~:t.~·-~"?~ 
·ftc-;;;;; pimples (b~ils) !-skin rash - J• -, --r··-
-- ! Changing body te~er~ur~~~- ·-=:=l·~~~ hills 
.....__ 
.. 
siva weating ~ 
,. 
ce 
_t Anemia t ~ 
--- ---
..... II .... , ....... ._, .....J.. • ...-• 
lowing-up ·~ heart-beat 
., 
Rheumatic fever l ·~ i ~ f 
H 
...... -.~ ~ ........... _ ........ "'-_..,~ ....... --. ... ~
&u-sts ;;t;'xt~a h~t:b~~~=[J~·"' • hanges in he,art-beat rhythm 
•• "\41\.~ ....... ....-...,. 
arged heart ~ Heart. mur~----~J .. -·-- J ... ... .......-...,... ........... 
-
_) 
..... 
harp, tightening ~ 
I -1- ·---pains in chest Unusual pulse changes ~'~~....,...........,..~.............,, ifficulty in breathing Tightness in chest 
... -~.--....................... 1>#~~...,.._,..,.,._ 
-- ~---- ·--- ._. t- .. .-.. sthma. Haytever 
..... -~~=c· in us trouble Colds (more than two per year) 
c 
s 
1J 
A 
N ose bleed Stuffiness of nose 
,~ .... ~ 
-
-
~ -'""•·.,...,.-
old sores Loss or smell I 
..... 
c 
~ ............ ,,,.....-.; 
= 
I -!i ailbiting Thumb sucking 
'""' -
~*"'·~......-.u ~~ .. ~-·-· 
ear braces for teeth Painful teeth 
' 
~j 
... tongue- ,, ...... ~ ..... _ .. Canker,mouth sores t 
.................... ~........,.... t---0 rmch or not enough ! saliva Loss or taste 
---1 . AIM:..._.~ .., ......... -re throats i: Aching jaws 
-
..... 
-4 ·-~·-· yngitis Difficulty in &wallowing :--r--·-,--ammerin \1 . and Stuttering ~ ~ Tightness or cramps \ I 
• 
; ~ ! ! ~ t ~ l l • l" ~ I _ ._!.._ 
To 
.:io 
- r 
Upset stomach 
problems l 
~ \ I in stomach 
P olonged attack of 
constipat i on 
Bladder or ki dney trouble 
Heramorhoi ds 
Low back pain 
~yes sensitive to light 
Visual difficulties 
Lor..g period of tiredness 
Insomnia 
Talking :i.n sle~ 
Lon(!; period of insomnia 
~ 
Ringing in e~s 
" 
Bard of hearing 
: ... 
Epileptic seizures 
Headaches 
Dizziness 
Loss of consciousness 
~ 
Poor memory difficulties 
nability to relax 
cne of the skin 
,_ 
ear of noise 
~ 
l-" 
f animals 
. 
.l1es 
~ 
~ orniting or nausea 
~ . 
·~d breath (Halitosis) I I 
I 
~ness2 feeling tired I I 
uscle spasms (charlie-horse) l 
.. ,_,........__ 
-
l 
Ages 
0 - i .. , - 13 -
6yr j 12yr: nov: ; ; 
t q ' i H Intense hu~er 
I 
l I p I ·~Underweight 
I . tl Constipation 
! 
.! 
! Diarrhea 
t 
Prolonged attack of diarrhea 
I 
Bedwetting 
Sacroiliac pain or strain 
Inflama~ion of the eye 
\Vear glasses 
Inability~ to sleep 
Walki_ng_ in sleep 
Nightmares 
l!:araehes 
Sensitive to noises 
Fainting spells 
L1igraine headaches 
Feeling light-headed 
l Fainting 
st. v~i:~t:.s Dance 
Nervousness I 
Fear ot high places 
l 
·OVerweight 
Fear or closed rooms i I Fear of snakes 
~ L6ss or ap;Eetite i (: 
~ f • r ! Daytime sleepiness 1 ~ I 
!1 qestr~in . ~ I 1 1 :I 1 I 
t 
t ; •:stiffness of hands,feet I ; 
. 
' 
!Trembling or hands' feet 
;. 
Ages 
0- . 7 13 
6yr jl2yr no 
; 
. 
i 
-l j 
! 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i : 
l I I 
! ! 
i I j 
I 
f 
: 
' 
-
.................. _,~ .... , ..... -......... ... 
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